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3 FOREWORD 
ARTICLE  46  OF  THE  TREATY  ESTABLISHING  THE  EUROPEAN  COAL  AND  STEEL  COMMUNITY  requires  the High  Authority to collect information on 
workers'  living standards.  Article 69(5)  of the Treaty concerning the free movement  of workers in the Community's  ooal  and steel industry 
imposes  a  similar obligation upon  the High  Authority  ("The  High Authority shall guide  and  facilitate action b,y  Member  States in the 
implementation of this Article"  ).  The  High  Authority has fulfilled this obligation with regard to social security b,y  publishing1  for 
instance1  monographs  describing the social security systems applicable  to workers  in the  coal  and steel industries,  i.e. both the general 
system for employed persons1  which  covers iron and steel workers1  and  the special  system for mineworkers.  In 1959  the  High  Authority also 
published a  work  on  this subject1  entitled "Regimes  complementaires de  securite sociale applioables aux travailleurs des  industries de  la 
Communaute"  (Supplementary social security schemes  covering workers in Community  industries)  and carried out a  comparative  stuQy of the 
cost of social security in mining and other industries. 
THE  TREATY  ESTABLISHING  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC  COMMUNITY  does not expressly impose  any  such obligation.  Article 118  stipulates however 
that "the Commission  shall have  the  task of promoting close cooperation between Member  States"1  in matters relating to  social security among 
other things.  As  it is impossible  to do  this unless the necessary information is available1  the Commission  has undertaken  to carry out a 
number  of surveys  to  supplement  the work  already completed by  the  ECSC  High  Authority.  The  Commission  has therefore had supplements  to  the 
ECSC  monographs  drawn  up  on  all the special  arrangements in order to obtain a  comprehensive  description of the  social security  ~stems. 
THE  ECSC  HIGH  AUTHORITY  AND  THE  EEC  COMMISSION  considered it expedient  to bring out jointly a  series of publications with diagrammatic 
tables permitting rapid comparison between  the social security systems of the six countries.  These  publications are not  intended to  provide 
comprehensive  documentation,  but are general  information documents  designed to enable  the reader to compare  the basic features of the legis-
lation in his own  and the other five countries easily (for a  more  exhaustive examination,  refer to  the monographs  and special studies).  It 
has not  therefore  seemed necessary to give full details of the arrangements in eaoh country or to adhere strictly to the national  termin-
ologies,  whose  purely formal  differences are liable to make  the fundamental  differences appear greater than  they actually are.  The  publica-
tion of these documents  is now  being undertaken by  the single Commission  of the European Communities. 
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EACH  PUBLICATION  DEALS  WITH  A SINGLE  SYSTEM.  The  first three cover: 
l. The  general  system 
2.  The  system for  the mining industry 
3.  The  system for agriculture. 
Others m~  be published later to cover the most  important special arrangements. 
EACH  PUBLICATION  CONTAINS: 
An  introduction providing a  brief comparison of the general  features  of the  ~·tea in question in the various countries;1 
A series of tables,  each dealing with one  of the social security risks and preceded by  a  short note pointing out  the major differences 
or similarities between  the six countries. 
We  should like to  thank  the departments  and experts of the six countries for their kind help in preparing the  final version of the 
tables in this document. 
1  For comparative statistics reference  should be  made  to  the statistical annexes  to  the  Report  on  the Development  of the  Social 
Situation in the Community,  which  is issued annually in the  four Community  languages. INTRODUCTION 
WHAT  IS MEANT  BY  A GENERAL  SYSTEX?  No  definition of "general  system" exists which  can be strictly applied to each member  country. 
By  "seneral  system"  we  mean  one  which - any occupational criterion being left aside - covers all employed persons,  i.e. both industrial 
and non-industrial  staff.  A "general  system"  can accordingly be  subdivided into "industrial" and "non-industrial" arrangements.  These 
two  subdivisions form  part of the  "general  system" as defined above  as long as  the "industrial" and "non-industrial" social security 
categories are not differentiated according to occupation. 
Inversely,  all occupational  categories which have  adopted a  system specific to their occupation  (e.g.  railw~ or mineworkers) 
belong to a  "special system".  This "special system"  ·~ in turn be  subdivided into "industrial" and "non-industrial" categories,  each 
being covered by a  particular scheme  within the "special system"  (e.g.  non-industrial staff in the Dutch mining industry). 
The  term  "system" must  be  interpreted fairly flexibly.  While  some  special  arrangements m~  qualify as "systems" in respect of all 
their OQnstituent elements  (administrative organization,  financial  autonomy,  legislation applicable to contributions and benefits),  in 
some  countries the  special character of certain such  systems does not extend to all elements. 
It can however  be  considered that workers  insured by  occupational organizations are covered by  the general  system where  a  general 
law applying to all employed persons stipulates that the  same  benefits and financing system are to be  applied by  identical but separate 
procedures for each occupational category.  This is the case,  for instance,  in Germany  in respect of insurance against industrial 
injuries and occupational diseases,  and in the Netherlands in respect of sickness insurance  (cash benefits). 
The  fact  that special  systems exist is justified mainly by the particular nature of the working conditions of certain categories 
of employees,  but in many  cases also because  they were  set up  prior to the  introduoti~n of the  system applicable  to all employees. 
Table 1  gives a  general  view of the most  important special systems on  the basis of these criteria. 
FIELD  OF  APPLICATION  OF  THE  GENERAL  SYSTEM.  This varies therefore from  country to country.  It m~  also vary within any one  country 
according to the risk since very often a  special  system for a  specific category exists only for one  or more  risks.  It must also be 
pointed out that the general  system m~  be  applicable to certain categories of employees  subject to special conditions of application 
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without this entailing a  special  system,  this is the case for example  in several countries for agricultural workers  and non-
industrial staff.  The  general  system m~  be  extended beyond  the "employees" group  to cover certain categories of self-employed 
workers,  or even  the entire population as is the case in the Netherlands in respect of the general  old-age  pension,  widows'  and 
orphans'  benefits,  family allowances and sickness insurance  (serious risks),  and in Germ~ and Luxembourg  for family allowances. 
In two  countries the  scope of the general  system is restricted by  a  membership  ceiling on  sickness insurance:  in Germ~ 
for the non-industrial scheme  and in the Netherlands for benefits in kind. 
RISKS  COVERED.  The  six countries provide benefits corresponding to the contingencies provided for in ILO  Convention No.  102, 
namely: 
medical care,  sickness benefit, maternity benefit,  invalidity benefit,  old-age benefit,  survivors'  benefit, 
employment  injury (accidents and prescribed diseases)  benefit,  family benefit,  unemployment  benefit. 
In France  and Luxembourg,  however,  there is no  statutory unemployment  insurance  scheme  but only an assistance scheme,  which 
in France is supplemented by  a  contractual insurance  scheme. 
ORGANIZATION.  The  arrangements vary considerably and are rather complex.  There  is no  organizational unity in any of the six 
countries. 
The  French arrangements comprise  only two  kinds of body  at local level:  the sickness insurance  funds  (primary and regional) 
and  the family  allowance  funds,  which  at national level are paralleled  by  three national  funds  for sickness insurance,  old-age 
insurance and  family allowances. 
In Italy,  administration of the various risks is split between  three institutes (and their local bodies):  INAM  deals with 
sickness insurance,  INAIL  with industrial injuries insurance  and  INPS  with invalidity,  old-age,  survivors'  insurance,  unemploy-
ment,  tuberculosis and also family allowances. 
More  complex  structures are found  in the other countries.  This complexity results from  the fact  that either different 
administrative bodies exist for each risk or group  of risks  (Germany,  Belgium)  or more  than one  body  deals with  the  same  risk, 
some  being funds  operated by firms  (Germany,  Luxembourg),  occupational  bodies  (Germany,  Netherlands)  or friendly societies 
(Belgium),  while others are public bodies. In every country,  workers and employers are represented on  the administrative argans irrespective of the organizational 
system  adopted. 
FINANCING.  In the six countries all or part of the financial resources are obtained from  contributions.  The  contributions 
are provided solely by the employers  in the six countries as regards  family allowances  (except in Germany)  and industrial 
injuries,  and in Italy as regards unemployment.  In the Netherlands  the contributions for general old-age insurance and widows' 
and orphans'  insurance are provided solely by the insured persona. 
In all other  c~ses the contribution is split between  the employers and employees: 
equally:  in Germany  and Luxembourg  (invalidity,  old-age and survivors'  insurance); 
with the employers making  the greater contribution:  in Italy,  France,  Belgium,  Netherlands  (sickness and incapacity for 
work); 
with the insured persons making  the greater contribution:  in Luxembourg  (sickness). 
In most  cases the contributions are related to earnings up  to a  certain ceiling,  with the  following exceptions: 
Italy, 
Belgium  for old-age insurance  (industrial staff), 
Luxembourg  for the industrial staff scheme,  under which no  ceiling is applied except  to sickness insurance. 
The  State's part in funding social security is increasing and m~ take  several  forms: 
share in the contribution:  this system is found only in the Netherlands for unemployment  insurance; 
annual  subsi~ or payment  of certain costs:  in Germany  (invalidity),  Belgium  (sickness,  invalidity,  old-age,  family 
allowances),  Luxembourg  (sickness,  old-age,  industrial injuries,  family  allowances),  Italy (invalidity,  old-age)  and the 
Netherlands; 
in Germany  family  allowances are covered by  the  Federal  budget. 
To  these  systems which  involve State participation in their financing from  the outset should be  added  the  system where-
by  the State covers any deficits. 
Finally,  it should be  mentioned that unemployment  assistance is provided by  the public authorities  (Germany,  France, 
Luxembourg  and  the Netherlands).  In Germany,  however,  unemployment  assistance is financed b,y  contributions where it follows 
a  period of unemployment  insurance  (up  to  31  December  1975)· 
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Miners 
Non-industrial 
staff 
Agricultural 
workers 
Seamen 
Civil Servants 
(except 8) 
RailwEcy"s 
KEY: 
1  ""  Sickness 
2  ""  Maternity 
3 = Invalidity 
4  "'  Old  age 
5 = Survivors 
6 - Industrial  injuries 
1  "'  Family  allowances 
8  •  Unemployment 
SOCIAL  SECURITY  SYSTEM  APPLICABLE  'ro  CERTAIN  CATEGORIES  OF  EMPLOYEES 
in the countries of the European  Communities 
GERMANY  BELGIUM 
SPECIAL  SYSTEM  SPECIAL  SYSTEM 
for 3,4,5  for 3 
GENERAL  SYS~  GENERAL  SYSTEM 
GENERAL  SYSTEMA  GENERAL  SYSTEM 
GENERAL  SYS~  SPECIAL  SYSTEM 
for 1,2,3 
Statutory system  Statutory  system 
GENERAL  SYSTEM  SPECIAL  SYSTEM 
FRANCE  ITALY  LUXEMBOURG 
SPECIAL  SYSTEM  SPECIAL  SUPPLEMENTARY  SPECIAL  SUPPLEMENTARY 
SYSTEM  SYSTEM 
except 6,7,8  (for underground mine- for 3,4,5 
workers) 
for  4 
GENERAL  SYSTEM  GENERAL  SYSTEM  GENERAL  SYSTEM 
SPECIAL  SYSTEM  GENERAL  SYSTEMB  GENERAL  SISTEMA 
except  8 
SPECIAL  SYSTE14  SPECIAL  SYSTEM 
except 7,8  except 7,8 
SPECIAL  SYSTEM  SPECIAL  SYSTEM  SPECIAL  SYSTEM 
except 1  except 1 
SPECIAL  SYSTElJI  SPECIAL  SYSTElt1  SPECIAL  SYSTEM 
except 6,7 
A.  With  some  special conditions of application 
B.  With  many  special conditions of application 
c.  Like  all residents in the Netherlands,  however,  employees  in this 
category are  covered by  general  old-age insurance,  widows'  and 
orphans'  benefits and  family allowances. 
NETHERLANDS 
GENERAL  SYSTEM 
GENERAL  SYSTEM 
GENERAL  SYSTEM 
GENERAL  SYSTEMA 
SPECIAL  SYSTEMC 
SPECIAL  SYSTEl4C 
except 6,7 
II GENERAL  ORGANIZATION 
Any  attempt to classify social security systems  from  the aspect of administrative organization is bound  to involve serious 
difficulties.1  Even  at national level  there are important exceptions to the distinctions proposed.  It is nonetheless  possible 
to differentiate between  two  classes of country according to the extent to which  the organs are concentrated.  The  countries 
with the most  varied form  of organization are of course  those which  have carried out no  structural reforms for a  long time, while 
the Italian and French systems,  whose  structure has been more  recently modified,  seem  to have  a  more  unified organization. 
Generally speaking,  the more  the administrative structure is diversified,  the more  the risks are insured against b,y  the 
fund itself and the less the distribution of the burdens arising from  the risks is organized at national level. 
In  GERMANY  the risks are administered by  institutions which  run the various branches of social security without  any organic 
link between  them.  The  funds  are  independent as regards finance  in the strict sense of the  term and must  balance their receipts 
and outgoings.  For sickness and maternity insurance there are local sickness funds  (401) 1  funds  operated by  firms  (1155)  and 
licensed mutual  health insurance  funds  (15);  agricultural  funds  (102) 1  funds  operated by  trades  (180),  the Federal  fund  for the 
mines  and  the seamen's sickness fund;  these are grouped together in associations which  prepare or make  contracts concerning the 
functioning of the  insurance  system  and carry out  any operation in their common  interest. 
Invalidity and old-age insurance for industrial staff is organized on  a  geographical basis and run by  eighteen Land  insur-
ance  institutes;2  invalidity and old-age insurance for non-industrial staff comes  under  the  Federal  insurance institute for 
non-industrial staff,  and  insurance against industrial injuries and occupational diseases is run by  the  trade cooperative 
associations and other bodies, which are organized on  either an occupational or geographical basis.  There are 97  bodies provid-
ing accident insurance. 
For unemployment  insurance  there is a  Federal  Labour Office,  which  is also responsible for administering unemployment 
assistance and family  allowances;  under it come  the  Land  and local labour offices. 
I  "Etude  sur la physionomie  actuelle de  la securi  te sociale dans  les pays  de  la C.E.E. '' - Social Policy Series No.  3,  1962, 
paras.  187-193· 
2  There  is also  a  pension fund  for railway workers  and  a  seamen's  fund. 
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In the NETHERLANDS  application of the general old-age law,  the general  law  on  widows  and orphans and legislation on  family 
allowances is the responsibility of the Social  Insurance  Bank  and  the labour councils. 
The  occupational  associations as defined in the  law on  the  organization of social security are  responsible  for administering 
sickness insurance  (cash benefits),  incapacity insurance  and unemployment  insurance.  The  sickness  funds are  responsible for 
administering sickness insurance  (benefits in kind),  including general  insurance against serious risks. 
This  system is supplemented b,y  a  general  unemployment  fund  and a  compensation fund  for sickness benefitJ  these bodies under-
take  the equalization at national level of the contributions received by  the occupational  organizations and  the benefits they have 
paid out. 
LUXEMBOURG  also has sickness funds with some  operating on a  geographical basis and  some  on  an occupational basis.  Pension 
and invalidity insurance operates on  occupational lines.  Family allowance  funds  are  responsible for administering family 
allowances.  All  employees,  with the  exception of private non-industrial staff, civil servants and comparable  persons,  are  covered 
by  the Social  Insurance  Code  and their insurance is administered by  the bodies set up  by  that Code. 
In  BELGIUM  the  social security system consists of a  very wide  variety of bodies responsible  for administering benefits,  with 
a  central organ in charge of each sector.  Generally speaking the  bodies have  a  dual  role:  they provide  the benefits and collect 
the contributions.·  Belgium  has,  however,  found it necessary to set up  a  single body  to deal with the collection of contributions: 
this is the National  Social Security Office,  which distributes its income  among  the central social security organs in accordance 
with coefficients fixed by law.  At  the head of each branch of social security there is a  joint body  which  receives its share of 
contributions and state subsidies.  The  benefits are paid out either by  this central body  or,  more  often,  by  other,  extremely 
diverse institutions.  For sickness and invalidity,  for example,  they are paid out by  the mutual  benefit societies,  which  are  o~an­
ized into five  recognized national  associations,  and  by  an auxiliary fund,  while  the  pensions of non-industrial staff are  looked 
after by  a  fund set up  by  the State and a  whole  number  of registered private societies.  Family allowances are paid by  primary  funds, 
which  are compensated by  the National  Family Allowances  Office;  the latter,  however,  also makes  direct  p~ents in some  oases. 
Lastly,  unemployment  benefit is provided either by union  funds  or by  a  public  body,  the Auxiliary Fund;  but in either case  the 
decisions are  taken by  the regional  offices of the National Employment  Office. In ITALY  the  system  shows  quite a  high degree of unification and the administration of the various risks is divided  between 
three  public-law institutions.  One  national institution deals in  par~icular with insurance against industrial injuries 
and occupational diseases  (!NAIL);  the National  Institute for Social Security  (INPS)  looks after old-age,  invalidity, 
death,  unemployment  and  tuberculosis risks and also family  allowances;  finally,  general  sickness  insurance is run by  the 
INAM.  It should be  noted that numerous  organs  and  funds  operated on  a  national level or by  groups of firms  or individual 
firms  and covering various categories of employed workers  are also  involved de  jure or de  facto  in the administration of 
these  types of insurance.  There is however  a  trend to bring these bodies within the  general  system  and  to unify  compara~ 
risks.  Finally the Social  FUnd,  operated by the  INPS  and financed by  the State,  assists in paying invalidity,  old-age and 
survivors'  pensions. 
In  FRANCE,  the general  system at least is the unified type,  operating on  a  geographical basis.  However,  a  reform 
introduced on  21  August  1967  has  imposed two  important restrictions on  these principles:  firstly,  old-age insurance is 
now  managed  by  a  single National  Old-age  Insurance  FUnd  and,  secondly,  the risks have  been split financially and this 
division has been  implemented by  setting up  three distinct national  funds:  the  National  Sickness  Insurance  Fund,  the 
National  Old-age  Insurance  FUnd  and the National  Family Allowances  Fund. 
It should be  mentioned that in France unemployment  insurance is not administered under the  social security system. 
The  organs forming part of the general  system  do  not however  simply provide benefits for commercial  and industrial 
employees  who  are not covered by  a  special  system;  they are  sometimes  used to provide benefits for insured persons in 
another branch.  An  example  is the  provision of benefits in kind for  sickness and maternity insurance under  the civil 
servants'  scheme. 
The  social security organs operating the  system applicable  to  commercial  and industrial employees  throughout  the 
country consist of 122  primary sickness insurance  funds,  16  regional  sickness insurance  funds,  114 family allowances 
funds,  102  associations for collecting social security and family allowance contributions,  the  3 national  funds  and a 
central agency  for  the  social security organs,  the latter being responsible  for  the  joint administration of the  financial 
assets of all the branches in the  system. 
The  primary sickness insurance  fun~hicn are in direct contact with the insured person,  are responsible for regis-
tering those  insured under social security whose  place of work  lies within the  administrative area and  for administer-
ing the  sickness and maternity scheme,  survivors'  insurance  and benefit for  temporary incapacity as a  result of industrial 
injury.  They  also assess invalidity pensions  and disablement benefit in the case of permanent  incapacity. 
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The  regional  sickness insurance  funds are responsible for ·p~ing invalidity and industrial injuries pensions.  Their 
functions also include  the prevention of industrial injuries and occupational diseases.  Until  the National  Old-age 
Insurance FUnd  can effectively take  over the administration of the old-age pension accounts,  they also continue  to service 
the old-age pensions for those insured persona whose  individual accounts  they hold. 
Within their administrative areas the various Funds  implement  the health and social measures  that concern the  type  of 
benefits they provide. TABLE  II-1 
Sickness 
(Confederation of'  sickness 
funds) 
Local  funds 
or 
Funds  operated by  firms 
or 
Funds  operated by  trades 
or 
Licensed mutual  health 
insurance  funds 
ORGANIZATION  OF  THE  GENERAL  SYSTEX  IN  GERMANY 
Federal Ministry of Labour  and Social Affairs1 
Federal  Insurance Offioe2 
Labour Ministers of the  Lander2 
Invalidity,  old-age  Industrial injuries and 
and survivors  1  occupational diseases 
Federal  Insurance  Institute  'I'rade  cooperative associations 
for non-industrial staff 
or  or 
Land  insurance institutes  Federal,  Land  or local bodies 
for industrial staff  (public employees) 
Family  allowances  and 
unemployment 
Federal  Labour Office 
Land  labour offices 
Local  labour offices 
\ 
1  For family allowances responsibility is divided between  the Federal Ministry for Families and  Youth  (legislation)  and  the 
Ministry of Labour  and Social Affairs  (implementation). 
2  Bundesversioherungsamt:  Supervisory body  for insurance  organs whose  authority exceeds  the geographical boundaries of a  "Land"f 
in all other cases supervision is oarried·out by the  "Lander",  under  the authority of the  Labour Ministers. 
ORGANIZATION 
Germ~ 
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ORGANIZATION 
Belgium 
Sickness and invalidity 
ORGANIZATION  OF  THE  GENERAL  SYSTEM  IN  BELGIUM 
Ministry of Social Security 
For unemployment:  Ministry of Employment  and  Labour 
Old-age  and  survivors'  Industrial injuries and 
occupational diseases 
Family allowances 
National  Social Security Office  (Collection and distribution of contributions except  for industrial injuries) 
National  Institute for Sickness 
and Invalidity Insurance  (separ-
ate management  for medical  care 
and cash benefits)(INAMI) 
National  Associations of 
Federations of recognized 
mutual  benefit societies 
or 
Auxiliary sickness and 
invalidity insurance  fund 
Mutual  benefit societies or 
offices of the auxiliary fund 
National  Pension Office  for 
non-industrial staff (ONPTS) 
National  Fund  for retirement 
and survivors'  pensions 
( pS\}'"ing-ou t  body) 
Occupational Diseases Fund 
(FMP) 
Industrial  Injuries Fund 
(FAT) 
Registered private insurance 
funds  or societies (for 
industrial injuries) 
National  Family Allowances 
Office  for non-industrial staff 
(ONAFTS) 
Compensation  funds  for  family 
allowances 
or 
Regional  offices of the  ONAFTS 
or 
Special  funds  (for some  occu-
pations) 
TABLE  II-2 
Unemployment 
! 
!  National  Employment  Office 
.  ( ONEM) 
Union  funds 
or 
Auxiliary Fund  for paying out 
unemployment  benefit 
Local  branches 
or 
Auxiliary }Und  offices TABLE  II-3 
1 
2 
ORGANIZATION 
ORGANIZATION  OF  THE  GENERAL  SYSTEM  IN  FRANCE1  France 
Ministry of Health and Social Security 
Sickness,  maternity,  invalidity,  Old-age  Family allowances 
survivors',  and occupational risks 
Central Agency  of Social Security Organs 
(responsible for the overall management  of financial assets;  the 
collection of contributions is carried out b.J  associations  for this purpose) 
National  Sickness  Insurance  Fund  National  Old-age  Insuranoe  Fund 
2  National  Family  Allowances  Fund 
Regional  funds 
Primary funds  Family  allowances  funds 
France has an unemployment  benefit scheme  operated through communal  or departmental  assistance agencies  for unemployed  workers, 
and  a  supplementary unemployment  insurance  scheme  (Collective agreement of 31  December  1958)  organized on  an  occupational basis 
b.Y  the associations for employaent  in industry and commerce,  which  are  grouped in a  national interoccupational association. 
There  is a  regional  fund for the Haut  Rhin,  Bas  Rhin  and Moselle  departments. 
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ORGANIZATION 
Italy 
Sickness 
(excl.  tuberculosis) 
National  Institute for Sickness 
Insurance  (INAM) 
INAM  provincial offices  (also 
authorized to collect contributions) 
Local  branches  and detached units 
ORGANIZATION  OF  THE  GENERAL  SYSTEM  IN  ITALY 
Ministry of Labour  and Social Security 
Invalidity,  old-age,  survivors', 
family allowances,  unemployment 
(and tuberculosis) 
National  Institute for Social Security 
(INPS)l 
INPS  regional  inspectorates 
INPS  provincial offices  (also 
authorized to collect contributions) 
(some  local offices) 
1  For social security pensions  there is a  "Social  Fund"  managed  by  the  INPS. 
Industrial injuries 
and 
occupational diseases 
National  Institute for  Insurance 
against  Industrial Injuries  (INAIL) 
!NAIL  regional  inspectorate& 
!NAIL  provincial offices  (also 
authorized to collect contributions) 
(some  local offices) 
TABLE  II-4 TABLE  II-5 
1 
2 
Sickness 
Sickness fund for private non-
industrial staff 
or 
National  sickness insurance  fund  for 
industrial staff 
or 
Funds  operated by firms 
ORGANIZATION  OF  THE  GENERAL  SYSTEM  IN  LUXEMBOURG 
1  Ministr.y of Labour,  Social Security and Mines 
Inspectorate of Social Security Institutions 
Invalidity,  old-age,  survivors', 
industrial injuries,  occupational 
diseases,  family  allowances 
Unemployment 
Social  Insurance Office comprising:  National  Labour  Office 
Association for  Insurance against 
Accidents  (industrial and non-
industrial staff) 
and 
Establishment for  Insurance  against 
Old-age  and  Invalidity (industrial 
staff),  also responsible for managing 
the  Family Allowances  Fund  for 
industrial staff2 
Pension Fund  for private non-industrial 
staff (invalidity,  old-age,  survivors', 
for non-industrial staff) also  responsible 
for managing  the  ~amily Allowances  Fund 
for non-industrial staff2 
NLO  local  agencies 
and 
Secretariats in the communes 
The  Ministry for Family and Population Affairs is responsible for family  allowances. 
The  Fund  also  p~s birth grants,  for which  the Birth Grants  Fund  is responsible. 
ORGANIZATION 
Luxembourg 
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ORGANIZATION 
Netherlands  ORGANIZATION  OF  THE  GENERAL  SYSTEM  IN  THE  NETHERLANDS 
Ministry of Social Affairs and Health 
Sickness 
Unemployment  I  Invalidity 
Benefits in kind  Cash  benefits 
COUNCIL  OF  SICKNESS 
FUNDS 
Compensation  Fund 
and 
General  Sickness 
Insurance  Fund 
(serious risks) 
Sickness  funds 
COUNCIL  OF  SOCIAL  INSURANCE 
General 
Incapacity Fund 
General 
Unemployment  Fund 
Occupational associations  (some  managed  by  a  Joint Adminis-
trative Office),  which  are also responsible  for collecting 
sickness,  unemployment  and incapacity insurance contribu-
tions 
Old-age,  survivors',  family 
allowances,  industrial injuries, 
occupational diseases 
Social  Insurance  Bank,  which  also 
manages  the old-age,  survivors'  and 
family allowances  funds 
Labour  councils 
TABLE  II-6 FINANCING 
The  financing of social security can be  examined  from  two  angles. 
The  first is that of methods  and is related to  the  source of the finance.  The  second aspect concerns  the  detailed 
functioning of each system,  that is the financing  techniques. 
A.  SOURCE  OF  FINANCE 
The  sources of finance vary widely according to  the risks covered.  One  primar,y distinction must  be  made  between 
occupational risks and family allowances  on  the  one  hand and the remaining branches of social security on  the  other. 
(a)  The  first group  embraoes  the risks which  are by  tradition financed by  the employers. 
The  financial  responsibility for compensating industrial injuries and occupational diseases is of course almost 
entirely borne by  the  employers and usually takes the  form  of contributions paid to the  institutions providing cover. 
While  this principle is generally accepted in the  six countries,  very diverse methods  are employed  for calculating 
the contributions:  sometimes  the rate is related to  the risks specific to the  firm,  sometimes it varies according 
to  those specific to  the industry and the size of the  firms  or,  again,  the  financing basis may  even be  spread over 
a  wider area. 
A similar situation arises with regard to  family allowances:  in five  countries these benefits are  financed by 
employers'  contributions,  but  the rates and ceilings vary considerably.  Any  State involvement is usually small.  In 
Germany,  however,  family allowances are entirely financed by  the Federal  budget. 
{b)  In the other branches the  sources of finance are divided,  in principle or in practice,  between contributions from 
employers  and employees  and - exoept in France - public funds.  As  can be  seen from  the comparative  tables,  the 
various methods applied are extremely complicated and diverse. 
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It must  be  emphasized however  that the public authorities'  contribution to the financing of sickness and maternity 
schemes  is considerable in one  country only,  namely  Belgium (wh.ereinvalidi  ty is also included) J  as regards pension schemes 
(old-age,  survivors'  and invalidity),  the contribution from  public funds  forms  a  considerable proportion of receipts in 
all countries employing this financing method except the Netherlands,  which is moreover  the  only country in which  the 
financing of old~  and  survivors'  pensions is not in practice based on  employers'  contributions  (under the national 
insurance  scheme) • 
B.  FINANCING  ~HNIQUES 
The  following aspects will be covered:  contributions and basis of assessment. 
(a)  The  contribution can in theory be  related to various factors (e.g.  earnings,  number  of insured persons,  firm's  income). 
In practice,  however,  the six Community  countries apply the principle of wage-related contributions.  In other words, 
legislation in the six countries is based on  contributions b,y  the  employed  labour force  and no  disparities are  to be 
found in this respect.  Similarly,  in the six countries contributions are strictly proportionate to earnings  (they are 
not progressive like taxes for instance),  at least up  to the ceilings laid down. 
On  the other hand,  the problem of adjusting contributions to management  requirements and  to fluctuations in the pur-
chasing power  of money  is tackled in many  different  w~s. 
(b)  Earnings are the basis of assessment,  but in some  cases they m~  be  entirely or partially left out of account. 
1 
Two  countries apply a  membership  ceiling for sickness insurance:  Germany  (non-industrial staff)  and  the Netherlands 
(benefits in kind).  This means  that above  a  certain level of earnings the person concerned is not  subject to compulsory 
insurance. 
There  is also room  for possible divergences in the  elements making up  the concept of earnings:  for example,  the 
optional bonuses paid by  the employer are not  taken into account in some  countries,  while in others even  the  share of the 
contribution to be  paid by  the  employee  is included. 
The  breakdown  of social security receipts by  source is given in tables annexed to the  Report  on  the Development  of the Social 
Situation in the Community,  which is published annually in the four Community  languages. But  the point that calls for particular attention is that of contribution ceilings.  These  vary even within the national  systems 
(from branch to branch and  even  between categories of workers),  the divergences being even more  apparent  between  countries.  Broadly 
speaking,  however,  it has been  found that a  ceiling is ·the  general rule in four countries and an exception in the  other two  (Italy and, 
for industrial workers,  Luxembourg)  and that the  trend is constantly to raise the existing ceilings,  some  of which  in certain branches 
of social security have  already reached such a  level  that in practice  the contributions are in most  cases calculated on  the full e~~. 
25 TABLE  III-1 
Sickness and 
maternity 
Invalidity 
Old-age  and 
survivors' 
Industrial injuries 
and occupational 
diseases 
Family allowances 
Unemployment 
NOTES: 
Ee:• Employee 
Er •  Employer 
FINANCING  SOCIAL  SECURITY 
Rates  and ceilings for employees  in industry and commerce 
GERMANY 
Rate  % 
Average:  8% 
Ee:  5o% 
Er:  5o% 
17 
Ee:  5o% 
Er:  5o% 
Ceiling 
II( 14 400 
1J4  21  600 
BELGIUM 
Rate%  Ceiling 
5·75a  (a)  Bfrs. 
+2.9  b  204  600 
Ee:  2.65+1.20  (b)  Bfrs. 
Er:  3olO+lo70  174 900 
14  -
Ee:  6 
I 
Er:  8 
Collective rates according  Insurance premiums  or oon-
to degree of risks in the  tributions to employers' 
various occupational  joint funds  are fixed by 
branches.  Contribution  contract for industrial 
fixed b,y  the trade cooper&-- 1nJuries.  Contribution to 
tive associations and cal- the Occupational  Diseases 
oulated on  the basis of the Fund: 
total gross earnings,  low  (a)  Solidarity: 0.75%  for 
earnings having been brought  all employers 
into line with the  average  J  (ceiling:  Bfrs.l74 900) 
adult earnings for  the area.(b}  Prevention: variable; 
Ceiling:  1J4  36  000 or more  p~able b,y  firms  exp~ 
their employees  to  a.~ 
(at ~~  1970} 
Rate %  Ceiling 
1Jo75 
Ee:  3-50 
Er:  12.25 
FF 18  000 
Of  this contribution 3% 
(Ee  1%,  Er 2%)  is calculated 
without taking ceiling into 
account 
8-75 
Ee:  3 
Er:  5·75 
FF 18  000 
Collective,  individual or 
mixed  rates according to 
number  employed  in the 
concern and degree of risk. 
Contribution assessed on 
total of gross earnings, 
with a  ceiling of FF 18  000 
Rate % 
14.61 
Ee:  0.15 
Er:  14.46 
20.80 
Ee:  6.90 
Er:  13.90 
ITALY 
(Er:  0.1-0.2) 
Ceiling 
-
LUXE:MBOURG 
Rate  % 
6 
Ee:  4 
Er:  2 
14 
Ee:  5o% 
Er:  5o% 
Ceiling 
Lfrs.219 000 
or 
Lfrs.600 per 
calendar da\1 
-
Collective rates based on  Collective rates based on 
degree of risks in the  a  scale of risks.  Contri-
various occupational  bution fixed by  the insur-
branches.  The  rate, varying  ance association  and 
between  3%  and  5%  (average:  /calculated on  total gross 
3.9%),  is calculated on  tot~earnings, with a  minimum 
earnings.  Also  an  addi  ticn- 1equal  to the minimum  earn-
al contribution equal  to 2o% lings of an adult manual 
of social security contri- :worker 
butions 
Bfrs.l74 900  Er:  10.50  FF 18  000  - - Er:  10.50 
I 
;Er:  17-5  Lit.750 000  I  Er:  3.30 
1.3  2.40 
1J4  21  600 
I Ee:  5o%  Ee:  50% 
Er:  5o%  Er:  5o% 
Sickness:  The  rate varies  Sickness: 
according to the regul&-
tions of the  fund concerned 
Bfrs.l74 900  !  FF 75  600  ! Er: 
r:~  g:~~ 
a  •  benefits in  !Unemployment:  System  under  ~  Sickness:  including 3·8o% 
1Family  allowances:  rate 
kind  the coiiect1ve agreement  of ·pensioners'  sickness insur- !appi1ca6le in commerce:  3% 
b  ..  cash benefi  ta 31  Dec.  1958,  made  generally1 ance1  2%  tuberculosis and  · 
applicable b,y  the ordinance  ! o. 58%  agricultural solidar- !Unemployment:  Financed by 
of 31  July 1967  ~  ity  lpu6i1c  authorities 
Sickness:  A further contri- , Old-age:  including. 0.15%  ,Sickness:~te for the 
bUtion of 3% is levied on  ; (employer)  for ase1stanoe .  !Nahonat  ~1oknes~ Insurance 
car insurance premiums  I to  ~rphans 1  but.  not inolud:ing;Fund  for mdustr1al staff 
bas1c contribut1ons (O.l-
o.2fo) 
Family  allowances:  the 
ceii1ng,  wh1oh  is 
Lit.  600  000 for commerce,  I 
is to be  abolished on 
1  January 1971  : 
gn!f~t:  not including  I 
•  UJtr.y  (for supple-1 
men  l!oi'Y  earn~  cell.~: as \  for family allowances)  · 
r 
FINANCING 
Contributions 
Rate %  Ceiling 
7. 5 ab  (a)  Fl. 12  480 
1.25  or Fl-48 per 
6.50  day 
Ee:  3·75+1  (b)  Fl-17  450 
Er:  3o75+1.25(c)  Fl-23 140 
+5o5  or Fl·89 
5-30 
Er  4·-
Ee  1.30 
Ee:  9·9 
(old-age) 
1.5 
(survivors' ) 
per day 
Fl. 23  140 
Flol7  450 
See  invalidity 
Er:  5·45 
a 
Oo5b 
+0.5 
Ee:  5<>% 
Er:  5o% 
Fl.  17  450 
Fl.  23  140 
or 
Flo  89  ~ 
Sickness:  a  ..  benefits in 
kind 
J 
b  = general 
assurance 
against 
serious risks 
c  ..  cash 
benefits 
(average 
rate) 
Unemployment: 
a  ..  interim 
allowance: 
variable rate 
b  =  unemployment 
insuranca 
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Special Contributions -
Non-industrial staff 
Sickness and maternity 
Invalidity 
Old-age  and survivors' 
Indust~al injuries 
and 
occupational diseases 
Family allowances 
Unemployment 
I 
I 
BELGIUM 
Rate% 
Cash benefits 
2.50  (Ee:  o.80,  Er:l.70) 
11.75 
(Ee:  4·75,  Er:  7) 
0.65  (Er) 
-
-
FINANCING  SOCIAL  SECURITY 
Special rates and ceilings applicable to 
non-industrial staff in Belgium,  Italy and Luxembourg 
(Otherwise  "employees"  rates and ceilings apply) 
i  ITALY 
Ceiling  Rate%  Ceiling 
1 
12.612  -
12.893 
11.28 
Ee:  0.15 l 
Er:  12.462 
i  12.743 
i 
I  11.13 
: 
! 
Bfrs.l74 900 
!  - -
1 
I 
Bfrs.204 600  I 
Bfrs.l74 900  - -
- Er:  17  501'
2 
18~ 
See  "employees" 
- - -
1  Industr,y:  including 3·80%  pensioners'  sickness insurance,  2%  tuberculosis and  0.5~ agricultural solidarity. 
2  Commerce:  including 3·80% pensioners'  sickness insurance,  2%  tuberculosis and 0.58% agricultural  solidarity. 
3 Credit sector:  including 3·80% pensionefs'  siCkness  insurance,  2%  tuberculosis and  0.5~ agricultural solidarity. 
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TABLE  III-2 
LUXEMBOURG 
Rate%  Ceiling 
' 
I 
i  3.90  Lfrs.201  000 
i:  (Ee:  2.60;  Er:l.30)  : 
I 
: 
See  "employees"  Lfrs.341 700 
See  "employees"  Lfrs. 341  700 
Er:  1.95  Lfrs. 341  7  00 
- -TABLE  III-3 
Sickness and 
maternity 
GERMANY 
The  Federal  Government 
refunds a  lump  sum  of 
DM  400  for each 
maternity grant paid 
FINANCING  SOCIAL  SECURITY 
Public authorities'  contribution 
BELGIUM 
Specific contributions 
~~ocial" diseases:  95%; 
prolonged incapacity: 
5or~  invalidity allow-
FRANCE  ITALY 
The  State covers  aQy 
deficit by  extra-
ordinary subsidies 
~--------------------+----------------------; ance:  95%;  funeral 
Invalidity 
Old-age  and 
survivors' 
Industrial injuries 
and  occupational 
diseases 
Family allowances 
Unemployment 
Annual  Federal 
subsidies fixed 
according to Val."'ia-
tions in the general 
basic earnings 
Financed by  Federal 
budget 
The  Federal  Govern-
ment  covers any i~ 
ance deficit and part 
of the cost of un-
employment  assistance 
expenses grant:  10Jfo) 
General  contribution: 
27%  of budget  estimates 
for expenditure  on 
medical  care 
Annual  State subsidies 
5o%  of expenditure  on 
silicosis benefit  i 
Annual  subsidy 
Cover  for any deficit 
I 
I 
Unemployment  assist-
ance  financed by  the 
public authorities 
(State,  departments) 
Financing of Social 
Fund  (up  to 1970  with 
the assistance of the 
other social security 
institutions) 
Annual  subsidies 
Annual  State subsidies 
LUXI!MBOURG 
50%  of administrative 
and staff costs 
(excepting funds 
operated by firms) 
State and communes: 
all costs for  the 
flat-rate part of 
pensions; 
State:  50%  of 
administrative costs 
1/3 of cost of 
adapting and adjust-
ing pensions:  50%  of 
administrative costs 
The  State finances: 
the difference be-
tween  total amount 
of family  allowances 
and  total contribu-
tions; 
birth grants; 
administrative costs; 
allowances for 
handicapped children 
Financing by  the State 
(75%)  and communes 
(25%) 
FINANCING 
Public authorities' 
contribution 
Fl.  475  million 
contribution per year 
for general  insurance 
(serious risks) 
Fl.  202  million 
contribution for 
general  old-age 
insurance 
The  State  p~s a  sum 
equal  to  the  total 
contributions (i.e. 
0.4%  of earnings with 
fixed ceiling)  for 
unemployment  insurance 
and  finances unem-
ployment  assistance 
29 TABLE  III-4 
FINANCING 
Financing systems  FINANCING  SOCIAL  SECURITY 
Financing systems applicable to long-term benefits 
GERMANY  BELGIUM  FRANCE 
r  ITALY  LUXEMBOURG  NETHERLANDS 
Invalidity  Special  contribution  Contribution  I Contribution  Contributory pension:  Invalidity,  old-age  and  Contribution 
procedure  ·procedure  procedure  mixed  system  survivors';  procedure 
Formation of a  reserve  (contribution  Annual  formation of 
procedure  and  capital  to  cover 
capital cover  pensions  due  and  the 
system)  rights being acquired 
Social security  by  survivors of 
pension:  allocation  pension beneficiaries 
Old-age  and  As  for invalichty  Capital  cover  system  Contribution  As  for invalidity  Adjustment  of pensions  Contribution 
survivors'  procedure  to the cost of living  procedure 
index calls for capital 
cover,  but adjustment 
of pensions  to  the 
wage  level  does not 
Industrial injuries  Contribution procedure  Industrial injuries:  Contribution  Mixed  system  (con- Capital  cover for  See  invalidity 
and occupational  Formation of a  reserve  Financing system of  procedure  tribution procedure  pensions granted 
diseases  commercial  insurance  and capital cover  during a  financial 
companies  system)  year. 
Occupational  diseases:  Formation of mathe- Adjustments of pensiom 
contribution procedure  matical  reserves  to cost of living and 
representing the  wage  level  made  annual-
current values of  ly through  con  t r.i..butions 
permanent  pensions 
30 S  I  C K N E S  S  INSURANCE 
MANAGEMENT  OF  SICKNESS  INSURANCE.  Points to note  are  that: 
(i)  in the  six countries the  same  insurance covers sickness and maternity; 
(ii) in Belgium  there is a  single insurance for sickness and invalidity,  with separate management  of benefits in kind and cash 
benefits; 
(iii) in Italy tuberculosis insurance is distinct from  sickness insurance  and managed  by a  different body; 
(iv)  in the Netherlands  there are  two  distinct insurance  schemes with separate management:  one  for benefits in kind and  the 
other for cash benefits. 
THE  ORGANIZATION  OF  SICKNESS  INSURANCE  involves  the  problem of relations between  the  doctors,  the social security system  and 
those  insared under it.  In some  countries  the choice of doctor is restricted:  in Germany  and  the  Netherlands,  and in Italy in 
the  case of direct assistance,  only practitioners registered under the  system m~  be  chosen.  In the Netherlands,  moreover,  the 
insured person m~  not  change  his doctor more  than  twice  a  year and specialist attention is subject  to  special conditions.  In 
France  the insured person m~  consult  any doctor of his choice,  but where  the doctor is not  registered under  the  scheme  compensa-
tion is based on  scales which  are lower  than  the  normal  scales under the  scheme. 
THE  DEGREE  OF  PROTECTION  afforded by sickness insurance must  be  assessed in the  light of various  factors:  extent of protec-
tion according to  the persons protected,  range  of benefits,  conditions under which  they are granted and their relative value. 
Enrolment in the  sickness insurance  scheme  is restricted only in the Netherlands  (medical  care)  and Germany  (non-industrial 
staff)  by a  membership  ceiling.  Apart  from  these  exceptions no  appreciable difference between  the  six countries calls for mention 
with regard to persons protected. 
Similarly the  range of benefits in the  six countries is more  or less the  same:  cash benefits and benefits in kind.  The 
latter consist of medical  care,  hospitalization,  drugs,  dental  treatment,  artificial limbs,  periods in nursing-homes  and sanatoria. 
Differences appear when  it comes  to  the  conditions for granting benefits and the level of benefits. 
In four countries  (Germany,  Italy,  Luxembourg,  Netherlands)  there is no  qualifying period with regard to the insurance  or the 
job held, but in Belgium  and France  there is. 
31 With  regard to benefits in kind the differences mainly concern the period for which  benefit is granted and  the  share of the 
coats for which  the insured person remains liable. 
Only in Italy is a  more  or leas general limit placed upon  the period for which benefits are granted (180  d~s a  year),  while 
the period of hospitalization is restricted in Germany,  Luxembourg  and the Netherlands. 
It should be  noted that restrictions var,ying from  country to countr.y are  imposed  on  the other benefits in kind  (dental care, 
courses of treatment,  artificial limbs,  etc.). 
As  a  rule the insured person does not provide a  share of the costsin those countries where  the  system of direct  p~ent by 
the insurance  fund is in force  (Germany,  Netherlands,  Italy for direct assistance).  In the  other countries the maximum  share is 
2Q-25%  of the  scale. 
Cash benefits,  including sickness benefit,  are granted only for a  limited period,  which  varies from  countr,y  to countr,y 
(usually six months  to a  yearJ  '78  weeks  in Germany).  However  more  favourable  rules exist for certain diseases.  FUrthermore, 
when  the period of incapacity for work  is protracted,  invalidity insurance m~  come  into operation (see Table No.  VI). 
Benefit is paid only after a  waiting-period of one  to three ~s  according to the  country in question,  but this waiting-
period m~  be  abolished either by law in certain circumstances or qy  clauses in collective agreements.  In Belgium  the law on  the 
guaranteed weekly wage  must  be  borne in mind. 
In order to compare  the  amount  of sickness benefit,  the rate applied and the earnings  to which  benefit is related must  both 
be  considered. 
The  rates vary from  50  to 80%  of earnings  (without hospitalization).  The  family situation m~  involve  a  change  in the rate, 
especially in the event of hospitalization (in every country).  It must  be  noted that in Germany  employers  are obliged to continue 
p~ent of the wage  for the first six weeks.  For non-industrial staff account  should be  taken of the rules imposed in this connec-
tion either under the  law of cont~aot or by collective agreements. 
Yet  in every country except Italy the  amount  of benefit is limited b.y  a  ceiling on  the earnings to which  benefit is related. TABLE  IV-1 
LEGISLATION 
1.  First law on 
compulsory 
insurance 
2.  Basic 
legislation 
BENEFITS  IN  KIND 
Field of 
application 
Membership 
Beneficiaries 
Conditions  for 
grant of benefits 
- qualifying 
period 
GERMANY 
15  June  1883 
"Versicherungsordnung" 
(Insurance  Code)  of 
19 July 1911,  amended  and 
supplemented on  many 
occasions 
l.All persons in paid 
employment 
2.Pensioners 
3.Unemployed  persons 
Non-industrial staff: 
1Jof  14  400  p.a. 
Insured person,  dependent 
spouse  and  children, other 
dependants 
Period of work  and 
membership  required:  none 
SICKNESS  INSURANCE 
SICKNESS  INSURANCE 
Legislation- Benefits in kind 
in the countries of the European  Communities 
BELGIUM 
Decree  law of 28  December 
1944 
Law  of 9  August  1963, 
supplemented and  amended 
Law  of 23  December  1963 
on  hospitals 
l.All workers bound  by  a 
contract of service and 
categories assimilated 
thereto 
2.Pensioners  (including 
the disabled and orphans) 
3.Unemployed persons 
4.Handicapped persons 
None 
Insured person and 
dependants,  subject to 
certain conditions 
l.Period of work  and 
membership  required: 
6  months, 
including 120  days  of 
actual work  or periods 
assimilated thereto 
(unemployment,  annual 
holi~s, etc.) 
2.Proof of p~ent of 
minimum  contributions 
3.Proof of illness covered 
by  the  insurance 
FRANCE 
5  and  30  April 1930 
Social Security Code  -
Book  III,  Decree  of 
29  December  1945,  amended 
l.All employees  or persons 
assimilated thereto 
2.Pensioners 
3.Uneaployed persons 
None 
Insured person and 
dependent  members  of 
family  (also certain 
relatives) 
Period of work  and member-
ship required:  200  hours 
during the  3 months  prior 
to  the date of treatment 
or 120 hours during the 
preceding month 
ITALY 
27  October 1927  (TB) 
Law  No.  138  of 11  January 
1943,  amended  and supple-
mented 
l.All employees  in the 
private sector (sickness 
and TB) 
2.Pensioners  (sickness) 
3.Unemployed persons  (sick-
ness for first 6  months 
of unemployment) 
None 
Insured person and  depen-
dent members  of family 
(direct relatives in the 
ascending  and descending 
line to the second degree} 
for whom  the insured person 
receives family allowances 
LUXEMBOURG 
31  July 1901 
Books  I  and  IV  of Social 
Insurance Code,  consequent 
upon  the  Law  of 24  April 
1954,  amended 
l.All persons in paid 
employment 
2.Pensioners 
3.Unemployed persons 
None 
Insured person and 
dependent members  of 
family 
NETHERLANDS 
5  June  1913 
1.  Benefits in kind: 
Law  of 15  October 1964; 
Law  of 14 December  1967 
introducing general  in-
surance  for serious risks 
2.  Cash  benefits: 
Law  of 5  June  1913  on 
sickness insurance, 
amended  and  supplemented 
l.All persons in paid 
emplo1JD.ent 
2.Pensioners 
3.Unemployed persons 
For general  insurance:  all 
residents 
Fl.  14  850  a  year 
Insured person and 
dependent members  of 
family 
Period of work  and member- Period of work  and member- : Period of work  and member-
ship required:  none  for  ship required:  none,  in  : ship required:  none,subject 
sickness  principle  ito enrolment with a  sick-
For  TB:  at least two  years'  :ness fund in time 
insurance  and  one year' s  ! 
contributions during the 
5 years prior to  the appli- : 
cation for benefits 
i 
33 SICKNESS  INSURAHCE 
Benefits in kind 
Duration - Provision 
of benefits 
GERMANY  BELGIUM 
SICKNESS  INSURANCE  TABLE  IV-2 
in-the countries of the  European Communities 
FRANCE  ITALY  LUXEMBOURG  NETHERLANDS 
Commencement 
of benefits  From  beginning of sickness  From  beginning of sickness  From  beginning of sickness  From  beginning of sickness  From  beginning of sickness  From  beginning of sickness 
Duration of 
benefits 
PROVISION  OF 
BENEFITS  IN  KIND 
1.  Doctors: 
a.  Approval 
b.  ~ent 
2.  Hospi tala 
34 
Unlimited,  exoept for 
hospitalization and oare 
during convalescence 
(78  weeks) 
(When  an  employee  with-
draws  from  the  insurance 
scheme,  benefits cease  to 
be  paid 26  weeks  after 
the date on  which he  ceases 
to be  insured) 
Doctors approved by  the 
funds  are  formed  into 
"associations of sickness 
fund doctors" at regional 
and national level 
P~ent in full to the 
association by the  fund : 
(a) proportionate  to the 
number  of insured persons 
and the  annual  average of 
medical benefits; 
(b)  lump  sum  for each case 
of sickness 
(o)  lump  sum  for each 
medical  action;  or 
(d)  combined  system. 
Unlimited 
(or until the end of the 
quarter during which 
membership  terminates) 
All  doctors registered 
with the  Order  of 
Doctors 
Scales of fees  fixed by 
agreements between  the 
insuring bodies and 
doctors'  organizations or, 
failing this,  laid down 
officially 
These  scales may  be ex-
ceeded in the case of: 
(i) a  certain number  of 
hours of consultations per 
week; 
The  association of sickness (ii) patient's particular 
fund doctors distributes  financial situation; 
the comprehensive  p8JIIlen t  (iii) patient 's special 
between  the  sickness fund  requirements; 
doctors on  the basis of a  (iv)  practitioner's 
scale agreed with the  special qualifications 
sickness fund federations 
The  sickness funds  conclude Hospitals:  establishments 
agreements with certain  approved by the Minister 
hospitals  of Health;  soales of fees 
fixed by agreements  or, 
failing this, by the 
public authorities 
Unlimited 
(or 1  month  after 
termination of membership) 
All  doctors qualified to 
practice 
6  months  (180  days)  per 
year;  extension possible 
For TB:  unlimited 
(or 6  months  after 
termination of membership) 
All doctors qualified to 
practice 
Scales of fees  fixed either  The  fees are paid by  INAM 
by  agreements between sick- on  a  flat-rate basis either 
ness  funds  and medical  asso- per head or per benefit. 
oiations or ex officio by  I The  scales are fixed by 
an inter-minlsterl.Sl commit- agreements between  INAM  and 
tee within the statutory  I the National  Federation of 
limits  Doctors 
These  scales may  be  exceeded Maximum  number  of persons 
in the case of:  registered with a  doctor: 
( i) patient's particular  1  500 
financial  situation; 
(ii) patient's special 
requirements; 
(iii) practitioner's 
spacial  qualifications 
l.Public hospitals: rates 
fixed by  the public 
authorities 
2.Private establishments: 
after approval by the 
regional committee; 
partially by agreement 
on  fees concluded with 
the  sickness funds 
INPS  employs its own 
doctors for TB 
INAI  concludes agreements 
with public and private 
hospitals.  INPS  has its 
own  sanatoria 
Unlimited,  except for 
periods in hospital and 
courses of treatment 
(26  weeks) 
All doctors  approved by 
the State 
Fees: 
pursuant  to collective 
agreements; 
following arbitration 
by the Conciliation and 
Arbitration Committee 
subject to ministerial 
confirmation 
Scales of fees are linked 
to the cost of liVing 
index 
Agreements  with associa-
tion of hospitals 
Unlimit-ed.  After one  year, 
benefits provided b,y  the 
general  insurance  scheme 
"Approval  by  the  sickness 
funds"  by a  standard oontract 
between  organizations  (sick-
ness funds  and Order of 
Doctors) 
Rights and obligations;  and 
Fees  for assisting persons 
insured b,y  sickness fund are 
fixed by  agreement 
Direct  p~ent of fees  b,y  the 
sickness fund: 
flat rate per insured person 
according to  the  system of 
registration on family 
doctors list 
Maximum  number  of persons 
registered with a  doctor: 
3 000 
Special agreements between 
hospi  tala and regional 
I  sickness funds 
! TABLE  IV-3 
Medical  care 
Share of 
costs borne 
by insured 
person 
GERMANY 
Free choice among  sickness 
fund doctors 
No  advance  on  costs 
No  share borne by 
insured parson 
SICKNESS  INSURANCE 
in the countries of the Eu.ropaan  Communi ties 
BELGIUM 
Free choice of doctor 
Advance  on  fees by  insured 
person 
Refund at the agreed or 
official rate 
Insured person'sshare must 
not exceed 25%  for general 
medical  care 
No  share borne for atten-
tion by  specialists 
or for treatment of 
"social" diseases 
No  share borne in the case 
of the disabled,  pensioners, 
widows,  orphans,  or physic-
ally or mentally handicapped 
parsons whose  income  is less 
than a  fixed maximum  ( Bfrs.  1 
99  375  p.a.  + Bfrs.20 375  p~ 
dependent  person§  for dis- Ji 
abled persons:  Bfrs.80 000 
p.a.  +  Bfrs.20 375  per  I 
dependent  person)  I 
I 
FRANCE 
Free choice of doctor 
Advance  on  fees  by insured 
person 
Refund at the agreed or 
official rate 
Share borne by insured 
person (atatutor,y):  25%, 
but: 
(i)  reduced to  2o%  for 
treatment given during. 
hospitalization or con-
sultations in hospitals~ 
(ii) not required for 
expensive  treatment, 
prolonged sickness or 
certain complaints 
ITALY  1  LUXEMBOURG 
l.Direct assistance:  iFree  choice of doctor 
For general medical care,  !(treatment abroad subject 
free choice of doctor  Jto  approval  of sickness 
among  those on  the  !fund) 
register for the  area.  ! 
INAM  p~s all costs direct:Fees fixed by collective 
ly,  no  adv~ce on  costs  ·agreements  between doctors 
p~able by 1nsured persons.;  d  i  kn  fund 
For attention by  specialistsan  s  c  ess  s 
gi  van  in clinics usually  Fe  f  d  d  t  ·  d 
run directly by  INAM,  free ,  as re un a  o  wsure 
choice among specialists  person by  sickness funds 
attached thereto,  who  are 
paid at a  fixed hourly 
rate 
2.Indirect assistance: 
Free choice of doctor. 
Insured person  p~s fees 
fixed by private agreement. 
INAM  refunds according to 
scales approved by  the 
ministerial  supervisor, 
bodies  · 
3.For TB:  only direct 
assistance 
Share borne by insured per 
person only in the case of 
"indirect assistance" 
Share  borne by insured 
person  varies from  one 
sickness fund  to another. 
:No  share borne by  indus-
trial staff 
J 
i 
SICKNESS  DlSURAN'CE 
Benefits in kind 
Medical  care 
Free choice of doctor(twice 
a  year)  by  registering with 
a  sickness fund  doctor 
Direct payment  (flat rate 
per insured person)  by the 
sickness fund 
No  advance  on  costs 
No  share borne by insured 
person.  But  under the 
general  insurance  scheme 
(serious risks)  a  share 
must  be  borne by insured 
persons over 65  for 
hospitalization exceeding 
one  year 
35 SICKNESS  INSURANCE 
SICKNESS  INSURANCE  Benefits in kind 
Hospitalization  in the countries of the EUropean  Communities 
Hospitalization 
Sanatorium 
Courses of 
treatment 
36 
BELGIUM 
Free choice  among  hospitals Free choice among  hospitals 
having a  contract with  the  approved b,y  the minister 
sickness fund 
Entirely free hospitaliza-
tion only for Class 3 
Duraticn of' benefit:  for 
insured persons  and 
members  of'  their families 
Limit  of'  78  weeks  over 
three years for the  same 
illness 
l.See  Hospitalization 
2.Subject to its regula-
tions the  sickness fund 
m~, after completion 
of'  treatment, grant 
assistance to convales-
cents,  for example  in 
the  form  of a  period in 
a  convalescent home 
(maximum  duration: 
1  year) 
See  above 
Normal  coat per day of 
hospitalization fixed by 
the minister (variable 
according to class of' 
hospital and price index) 
Complete  refund  (public 
ward) 
Duration of benefit: 
unlimited in principle 
Flat-rate sum  from 
insurance  (basic  amount: 
Bfrs.335 per day;  plus 
certain daily flat-rate 
payments) 
Flat-rate  sum  from 
insurance  (maximum: 
Bfrs.259 per day) 
_j 
FRANCE 
Free choice among: 
1.  Pu.blic ,  and 
2.  Private  (approved) hos-
pitals 
Generally up  to  2~  of 
coats borne  b,y  the insured 
person;  but not in the 
case of any expensive 
treatment,  prolonged ill-
ness or certain complaints 
Duration of' benefit: 
unlimited in principle 
I Subject to  sickness 
J  fund's prior approval: 
, no  share borne by 
1 insured person 
Subject to sickness fund's 
prior approval:  refund of 
medical  fees  and cost of 
treatment 
No  daily allowances in 
principle  (except  for 
the more  neeey ) 
ITALY 
Direct assistance:  free 
choice of public or private 
hospital  among  those regis-
tered under the  scheme  in 
the province.  In the case 
of TB,  treatment in sana-
toria  registered under  thE 
scheme  or directly run by 
INAM.  No  share borne  or 
advance  on  costs provided 
by  the insured person 
(public ward) 
Indirect assistance:  free 
choice of hospital.Advance 
on  costs and  share of costs 
borne by  the insured person 
Duration of benefit:  6 
months  in all  (per year), 
possibility of extension 
For  TB:  unlimited 
For  TB  in active phase, 
coat covered entirely by 
insurance scheme:  see 
Hospitalization 
LUXE)iBOURG 
Free  choice of hospital 
(hospital  abroad subject 
to approval  of sickness 
fund) 
Hospitalization is entire-
ly free  for those insured 
by industrial staff sick-
ness funds  and in some 
funds  also for members  of 
the  family 
Agreements  with  the 
Hospital Association on 
scales of fees 
Duration of benefit: 
26  weeks 
(In principle as for 
hospitalization) 
Subject to prior approval  Subject to approval 
of the  sickness fund 
concerned in the province 
(as "supplementary benefit") 
Direct assistance: 
INAM  bears costs of course 
of treatment;  subsistence: 
lump  sum  of Lit.  12  000 
TAJ3LE  IV-4 
NETHERLANDS 
Free  choice  among  hospitals 
which  have  an  agreement  with 
the general  sickness insurance 
fund and are located near the 
place of residence 
Hospitalization entirely free 
for insured persons and 
members  of their families in 
Class 3 
Duration of benefit: unlimited 
(after 1  year1  taken over by 
the general  ir,surance  scheme) 
TB  sanatorium:  :.~fund of costs 
corresponding tc the  lower 
category of "approved"  sana-
torium 
Duration:  unlimited (after one 
year taken over by the general 
insurance  scheme) TABLE  IV-5 
Dental  treatment 
Drugs 
Prostheses, 
I 
spectacles, 
hearing-aids 
Special rules: 
Supplementar.y 
benefits 
SICKNESS  INSURANCE 
in the countries of the Ellropean  Communi ties 
GERMANY 
Comprising: 
Standard benefits: 
preservative treatment 
extractions 
orthodontic  treatment 
Supplementar.y  benefits: 
prostheses 
crowning 
pivoted teeth 
Costs  covered by the 
sickness fund: 
standard benefits:  loa% 
supplementar.y benefits: 
cash nant towards oosts 
or laM 
Insured person: 
Pa,ys  charge of 2<>%  of 
costs up  to maximum  of 
DM  2.50 per prescription 
)(embers  of family:  as 
for insured person 
Pensioners:  no  charge 
I 
BELGIUM 
Comprising: 
preservative treatment 
extractions 
dental prostheses 
orthodontic treatment 
Refund: 
of coat of treatment:  see 
medical care 
of cost of dental plates, 
etc.:  subject to doctor's 
approval,  up  to  10<>% 
Share paid by  insurance: 
lo%  of pu"blio  selling 
price 
Insured person's share 
nonetheless limited to: 
Bfrs.50 for patent medi-
cines and  Bfrs.25 for 
made-up  prescriptions 
No  charge in the case of 
pensioners,  the disabled, 
widows  or orphans with 
low  income  for made-up 
prescriptions.  Fbr 
patent medicines:  charge 
limited to Bfra.. 22 
Spectacles:  as for drugs  IFUll  refund of fees  fixed 
Prostheses,  hearing-aids:  lby agreement 
in accordance with sickness 
fund's regulation;  cash  I 
grant ma,y  cover entire  I 
costs 
Treatment at home: 
Assistance and treatment 
given by nurse,  etc.  as 
supplementary benefit: 
a  deduction to offset 
coats in this period ma,y  I 
be made  up  to one  quarter 
of the  sickness benefit 
As  laid down  in the 
regulations 
FRANCE 
Comprising: 
preservative treatment 
extractions 
dental prostheses 
orthodontic  treatment 
Refund:  according to fixed 
rate as for medical care 
The  25%  share borne  by  the 
insured person is abolished 
in some  exceptional cases 
1. Kade-up  prescriptions 
2.  Patent medicines 
(appearing in official 
list) 
3·  Accessories and 
dressings 
Refund:  70  or 90% 
Subject to sickness 
fund's  prior approval: 
I  refund of established 
1  fees  (7o%)  and  for 
I  major fittings  (100%) 
i 
I 
Other benefits ma,y  also 
be granted,  if funds are 
available,  with  the 
approval  of the  sickness 
insurance  fund 
ITALY 
Comprising: 
Standard benefits: 
free  treatment in the 
clinics run by  the 
institute and  by  approved 
centres 
Supplementar.y benefits: 
if the prosthesis is 
approved:  refund of 
Lit.  700  per tooth 
Free issue of made-up 
preparations and patent 
medicines appearing in 
official list 
Small  charge fbr certain 
patent medicines 
Subject  to prior approval, 
refund of up  to  5<>%  of 
costs as "supplementary 
benefit" 
Convalescent  treatment 
and care beyond  the 
maximum  of 180 dqs are 
also granted as supple-
mentary benefit 
For TB:  refund of 
travelling e:z:penses 
LUXEMBOURG 
Comprising: 
Standard benefits: 
preservative treatment 
extractions 
orthodontic  treatment 
Refund  according to 
official scale 
Supplementar.y benefits: 
dental plates,  eta.  -
subject to sickness  fund~ 
approval 
FUnd  contributes  towards 
costs in accordance with 
its regulations 
Official scale of prices 
for drugs,  with a  reduc-
tion for sickness  funds 
as regards made-up  prepar-
ations  (reduction for 
patent medicines  possible 
under collective agree-
menta).  Share of costs 
borne by insured person 
ma,y  not exceed 25% 
Official list of refund-
able patent medicines 
Subject to sickness 
fund's prior approval, 
financial  contribution 
by  fUnd  within the 
. limits fixed by its 
I  regula  tiona 
SICKNESS  INSURANCE 
Benefits in kind 
Other categories 
NETHERLANDS 
Comprising: 
preservative treatment 
extractions 
orthodontic  treatment 
Completely free  treatment, 
conditional upon  compulsory 
half-yearly examination 
FUnd's  contribution towards 
costs:  dental plates,  etc. 
Registration with a  chemist 
under contract chosen by  the 
insured person: 
free prescribed drugs 
(official list of patent 
medicines) J 
direct settlement between 
chemist  and  fund 
:(Excepting spectacles)  subject 
I  to prior approval:  cover of 
17o%-loo% 
i 
i 
Treatment in institutions for 
the mentally sick and 
,handicapped  (general  insurance 
:scheme) 
37 SICKNESS  INSURANCE 
Cash  benefi  ta 
Beneficiaries and 
conditions 
'Beneficiaries 
Membership 
ceiling 
Conditions 
Waiting-period 
GERMANY 
Only  the insured person 
(allowances applicable 
also to members  of family) 
Non-industrial staff: 
IJ( 14  400 
For sickness benefit: 
incapacity for work 
For household allowance: 
also admission of insured 
person to a: 
hospital 
convalescent home 
rest home 
nursing home 
l  day 
No  waiting-period: 
if incapacity for work 
is the result of an 
industrial injury or 
an occupational disease 
SICKNESS  INSURANCE 
in the countries  Of..  the European  Communi ties 
BELGIUM  FRANCE 
Only  the insured person  Only  the insured person 
Fulfilment of the conditions Incapacity for work: 
imposed  for benefits in kind  for the first 6  months: 
required registration period,  200 hours during the 
minimum  working period,  3  months  prior to the 
minimum  contributions,  main- date of treatment 
tenance of rights acquired,  for  subsequent period: 
origin of the  oomplaint  must  have  been register-
To  have  ceased all activities 
with at least a  66%  reductio~ 
in earning capacity 
To  have  provided the  sioknese 
doctor with a  "notice of 
cessation of work"  within 
2  dEI\}TS 
1  working day 
No  waiting-period: 
if the  insured person has 
been unemployed  for at least 
9  dEI\}Ts  within the  21  days 
prior to the  incapacity for 
work; 
if incapacity is due  to 
pregnancy or confinement;  , 
for unemployed  persons in  i 
the  employment  of the publiol 
author:Hies 
if the worker has been in  : 
contact with soaeone  suffer-! 
ing from  an  infectious 
disease 
ed for 12  months; 
able to  prove  having 
worked  800  hours during 
those  12  months,  of 
which  200  working hours 
during the first of the 
4  quarters preceding 
the cessation of work 
3  days 
ITALY 
For sickness:  only insured 
industrial staff or persons 
assimilated thereto 
For TB:  insured persons  ~d 
members  of their families 
Incapacity for work: 
For  TB:  TB  in active phase 
3  days 
For TB:  none 
LUXEXBOURG 
The  insured person, 
excluding pensioners,  and 
in the event of hospital-
ization members  of his 
family 
Incapacity for work 
2  days 
No  waiting-period: 
as supplementary 
benefit under conditions 
laid down  in the regula-
tions 
as standard benefit for 
sickness  followed by 
death 
TABLE  IV-6 
NETHERLANDS 
Only  the  insured person 
Incapacity for work 
2  dEI\}Ts 
No  waiting-period: 
if the  employed  person's 
occupational association 
has  such a  provision in 
its regulations 
1  In Italy non-industrial staff do  not receive cash benefits in the event of sickness but employers must  by  law  continue  to  p~ their salaries for at least 3 months. 
38 TABLE  IV-7 
Categories 
Duration of 
benefits 
Amount  of 
benefits 
(as % of daily 
earnings) 
GERMANY 
Sickness benefit 
Household  allowance 
For the same  illness, 
limited to 78 weeks  over 
a  3-year period 
Without  hospitalization: 
no  dependent  family:  65% 
one  dependant  69% 
for each further 
dependant  +3% 
(maximum:75%) 
(Earnings  taken as basis: 
earnings on  which  social 
security contribution is 
assessed) 
Pursuant to  Law  of 27  July 
1969  on maintaining wage-
levels:  employer  p~s the 
wage  for 6  week~ 
From  7th week:  75%  of 
earnings on  which  social 
security contribution is 
assessed (+  supplements 
for dependants as des-
cribed above  up  to 
maximum  of 85%) 
With  hospitalization: 
Household allowance:  25  -
loa% of sickness allowance 
(including family 
supplements) 
SICKNESS  INSURANCE 
in the countries of the European  Communi ties 
BELGIUM 
Primary incapacity 
allowance •  sickness 
benefit 
Maximum  of 1 year 
( ..  period of "primaq 
incapacity for work") 
FRANCE 
Daily allowance 
Normally 12  months 
(360  ~s) per period of 
3  consecutive years,  but 
until end of 36th month 
for "protracted sickness" 
Exception: 
until end of 48th month 
when  insured person under-
goes course of rehabili  ta-
tion or vocational 
retraining 
Without hospitalization:  6o%  Without  hospitalization: 
(Maximum  earnings taken as  5~;  / 
basis:  earnings on  which  with  3 children, 66  2. 3% 
social security contribution from.3lst  ~.  (M~um 
is assessed)  earn1ngs  taken as bas1s: 
earnings on  which  social 
security contribution is 
assessed) 
For industrial staff account 
must  also be  taken of the 
law  on  the minimum  weekly 
wage  (so%) '  and for non-
industrial staff the  law  on 
contracts of employment 
(loa% for 1  month) 
With  hospitalization: 
ditto 
Minimum  for protracted 
complaint after 7th month: 
1/365 of minimum  invalidity 
pension 
With hospitalization: 
without dependants  2~ 
with 2  children  5o% 
ITALY 
For sickness: 
daily allowance 
For TB: 
daily allowance during 
treatment 
daily post-sanatorium 
allowancel 
Maximum  of 6  months  (180 
~s) per year 
For TB:  no  limit during 
treatment 
Marimwa  of 1  year for 
post-sanatorium allowance 
Without hospitalization: 
Sickness:  50%;  from  21st 
~  66  2/3%  (earnings 
taken as basis:real 
earnings) 
TB:  daily post-sanatorium 
allowanue - for insured 
person:  Lit.  1  300  + 
family allowances;  for 
members  of family:  Lit. 
650 
With  hospitalization: 
I Sickness:  allowance 
reduced to 2/5 for insured 
person Without  dependants 
TB:  daily allowance  during 
treatment - for insured 
person:  Lit.  650  +  family 
allowancesJ  for members  of 
family:  Lit.  375 
1Provided that the  treatment in sanatorium has lasted at least 2  months. 
2At  1  August  1970. 
LUXEXBOURG 
Sickness benefit 
Household allowances 
Allowance  ("pocket money") 
- supplementary benefit 
provided for in the 
regulations 
Normally 26  weeks,  but 
extension of 3 months if 
it is pro  ba.ble 1ba t  the 
insured person will be 
able  to regain his capaci-
ty for work  in that period 
! 
I 
SICKNESS  INSURANCE 
Cash  benefits 
Duration - Categories 
Amount 
NETHERLANDS 
Sickness bellefit 
12  months  (52  weeks) 
Exception:  maximum  of 3 
years for  TB  and for other 
illnesses under certain 
conditions fixed by the 
occupational  association 
1 
-I 
Without hospitalization:  With  or without hospitaliza-
Sta.ndard benefit:  50% ;tion:  80%  (Maximum  earnings 
Supplementary benefit:  ;taken as basis:  Fl.  96.20  2  national fund  7o%  ~er ~  or Fl.  481  per week) 
funds  operated  1 
by firms  and statutory  ,
1
: 
maximum:  7  5% 
(Maximum  earnings  1 
taken as basis:  earnings  [ 
on  which  social security  1 
contribution is assessed)  j 
With  hospitalization:  I 
without  dependants:  / 
allowance  ("pocket  money"~ 
of 17.5-25% as laid down 
1  in the regulations.  i 
Statutory maximum:  25%: 
with dependants:  house- l 
hold allowance - standard 1 
benefit:  25%,  plus benefi  1i 
provided for in the  \ 
regulations:  5D-7o%  ! 
according to  fund and sizej 
of  f~ily  \ 
Statutory maximum:  75% l 
! 
1 
39 SICKNESS  DSUIWlCE 
Special rules 
Pensioners and 
beneficiaries 
Benefits in kind for them-
selves and their families 
Contributions are paid by 
the old-age insurance 
body  (2%  of pension) 
SICKNESS  INSURANCE 
in the countries of the European Communi ties 
BELGIUM  FRAHCE  ITALY 
Those  receiving pensions  Holders of an invalidity  Pensioners and members  of 
for a  working life equal  to  pension and membera  of their their families: 
at least 1/3 of a  full work- families;  exemption from  all con-
ing life are entitled to  exemption from  all contri- tributions 
medical  care without contri- butions  benefits in kind 
bution {also free care if  benefi1Bin kind with  full 
the household's gross annual  refund"fcr the  pensioner 
income  does not exceed  himself 
Bfrs.99 375  +  Bfrs.20 375  Those  receiving an  old-age 
per dependant)  pension or non-contributory 
old-age allowance  and 
members  of their families 
exemption from  all contri-
butions; 
benefits in kind with 
standard refund 
Other benefits  M~  be  provided for in  Death grant:  Bfrs.lO 494  [When  incapacity exceeds  Death grant:  Lit.  20  000 
the  regulations in addition 
to the statutory minimum 
benefits 
Death grant:  at least 20 
times daily earnings 
(minimum:  DM  100) 
13  months: 
!
revision of sickness 
benefit to bring it in line 
w1 th the general increase 
lin wages 
! 
LUXEMBOURG 
Pensioners:  compulsory 
contribution of 4.2%  of the 
pensionl 
one-third being paid by the 
body  granting the pension 
Benefits in kind for  them-
selves and their families 
Contribution:  if the  bene-
ficiary carries on  an 
occupational activity, 
membership is required by 
reason of those activities 
(except for those holding 
invalidity and retirement 
pensions) 
M~  be  provided for in the 
regulations over and  above 
the statutory minimum  levels 
Death  grant: 
Employees:  at least 20  times 
daily earnings 
Pensioners:  at least 25 
times monthly contribution 
TABLE  IV-8 
NETHERLANDS 
-Holdera of incapacity 
pensions if the  incapacity 
is over 45%  and holders of 
widows'  or orphans'  pensions 
Contributions are compulsory 
Provided that they were 
members  of the  compulsory 
scheme  before the  pension 
was  granted 
1  Minimum  contribution:  Lfrs.  470  per month  (maximum:  Lfrs.  655  per month).  Any  supplement  required to make  up  the minimum  is provided by  the body granting the  pension. 
40 MATERNITY  INSURANCE 
Maternity insurance  forms  part of sickness insurance in the six countries and therefore does not have its own  organization or 
financing. 
Insured women  and the wives and daughters of insured persons - in Italy dependent  sisters too - receive benefits in kind. 
In Italy and the Netherlands no  qualifying period is required.  In the other countries benefits are granted only if the  insured 
person can show  that he  or she has been a  member  for a  certain period,  usually ten months  prior to  the  confinement. 
Benefits in kind are granted under the  same  rules as  for sickness insurance. 
The  range of cash benefits varies from  country to country.  In every country,  however,  where  the confined woman  is an employee 
the benefits include  an allowance  to replace  the wage  and this is paid during a  period varying from  ten to twenty-two weeks.  The 
allowance is calculated in the  same  w~  as sickness benefit,  but in Italy and the Netherlands the  rate is higher than for sickness. 
In all the  countries except Italy there is statutory provision for other benefits at the  time  of birth.  To  prevent misleading 
comparisons,  it is best to  take into consideration both maternity benefits and  those  provided under legislation on  family allowances. 
These  benefits consist either of a  lump  sum,  generally at a  flat rate,  to cover part of the expenses  occasioned by  the  birth 
(Germany,  Belgium)  or of a  birth grant provided as part of family allowances  (Belgium,  France,  Luxembourg),  which  are considerably 
larger than the  former,  or finally of nursing benefit  (France,  Luxembourg). 
41 TABLE  V 
Organization 
and financing 
Field of 
application 
Minimum  period 
of membership 
Benefits in 
kind 
Cash  benefits: 
category and 
duration 
I  ~·~· 
i 
I 
i 
I 
~  I 
GERMANY 
FOrms  part of aiakness 
insurance 
(1)  Insured women 
(2)  Wife  and daughters of 
insured person 
For maternity allowance: 
12  weeks  insurance between 
the lOth and 4th month 
month  prior to confinement 
BELGIUM 
Forms  part of sickness 
insurance 
Insured waaen 
Members  of the 
family 
Contributions paid for 
6 months  (for cash benefits) 
(See  "Sickness  Insurance")  As  for "Sickness Insurance" 
(1)  Midwife,  drugs,  doctor 
(incl. medical  supervi-
sion),  maternity 
hospital 
(2)  Private clinic with 
contribution to cost 
(2) 
Maternity allowance: 
14-18 weeks 
Maternity grant for 
confinement 
Insured women:  equi  va- !c 1) 
lent of net wage  I 
(minimum  DM  3.  50  ~r 
day)  or of sickness  ; 
allowance or lump  sum  I 
(in certain  ciroumstan'""~ 
ces)  of IH  150;  co- ' 
beneficiuies: lump  sum: 
of DM  35-150  ' 
Lump  sum  of II( 5o-100 
Confinement  allowancet 
14  weeks  (ofwhich 8 
after confinement) 
Birth grant,  see family 
allowances 
1 Confinement allowance only if wage  is discontinued. 
MATERNITY  INSURANCE 
in the countries of the European Communi ties 
FRANCE 
Forms  part of sickness 
insurance 
Insured women 
Wife  and daughters 
of insured person 
Employment  in a  post either 
for 200  hours during the 
3 months  prior to pregnan-
cy or for 120 hours during 
the last month.  Registra-
tion under insurance scheme 
for at least 10 months  at 
the expected date of 
confinement 
(See  "Sickness  Insurance") 
(1)  Midwife  or doptor 
(2}  JiaternUy hospital 
(free for 12  ~s) 
(3)  Private clinic (nat-
rate allowance cover-
ing stay of 12  days) 
(4)  Free  drugs in a  public 
hospital  r  lump  sum  if 
the confinement takes 
place at home  or in 
private clinic 
(1)  Daily allcwancet 
14 weeks  {of which  6 
before confinement) 
(2)  Other allowances  (for 
confinement,  see family 
allowances) : 
nursing allowance: 
5 months 
milk vouchers: 
4  months 
allowances for medical 
supervision of the 
child up  to 6 years of 
age 
ITALY 
Forms part of sickness 
insurance 
(1)  Insured women 
(2)  Wife,  daughters and 
sisters of insured 
oerson 
None 
(See  "Sickness  Insurance") 
(1)  Midwife 
Doctor in the event 
of complications 
(2)  Maternity hospital 
(3)  Free  drugs 
Maternity allowance:1 
In industry,  3 months 
before confinement  and 
8  weeks  after 
In commerce 114 weeks  (of 
which  6 before confine-
ment) 
8<:>%  of earnings 
(3) Miscellaneous:  e.g.  con• 
tribution towards  cost 
of domestic  help 
(1)  So-66.6%  of earnings 
( 2)  Nursing allowance: 
FF40  per month  for 4 
months,  FF 10  for 5th 
month 
LUXEXBOURG 
Forms  part of sickness 
insurance 
( 1)  Insured women 
(2)  Wife  of insured person 
Membership  for 10 months 
during the  preceding 2 
years,  of which 6 months 
during the year preceding 
confinement 
(See  "Sickness  Insurance") 
(1)  Midwife 
Maternity hospital in 
the event of complica-
tions 
(2)  Lump  sum:aocording to 
sickness fund's provi-
sions 
( 1) Maternity allowance:  1 
12  weeks 
( 2)  Nursing allowance: 
12  weeks 
{birth grant:  see 
family allowances) 
(1)  so-75~ of earnings 
(2)  Varies according to 
sickness fund's 
regulations; 
maximum:  2% of 
maternity allowance 
MATERNI'l'I  INSURANCE 
Maternity insurance 
Forms  part of sickness 
insurance 
( 1)  Insured women 
(2)  Wife  and  daughters 
of insured person 
None 
(See  "Sickness  Insurance") 
(1)  Midwife 
Doctor in the event 
of complications 
(2)  Maternity hospital or 
payment  for care at 
home  for 10  days  (up 
to a  ceiling) 
Confinement  allowance:1 
12  weeks 
loa% of earnings 
Milk vouchers:  FF  5 
per month  for 4 months 
2  • 
loa% of earnings for 30 dqs- (non-industrial staff) or 1 days  (industrial staff), 
paid ~  the employer.  43 I  N V A L  I  D I  T Y  INSURANCE 
Since invalidity can be  considered either as  a  protraction of sickness or as premature  old age,  invalidity insurance is linked 
with sickness insurance  in some  countries  (Belgium,  France,  Netherlands)  and with old-age  insurance in others  (Germany,  Luxembourg, 
Italy). 
There is no  uniform definition of invalidity entitling the  insured person to a  pension.  Every country relates it to a  reduc-
tion in "normal  earnings" but  the concept of normal  earnings can be  interpreted in different ways  and  the minimum  rate of this 
reduction varies.  In Germany  and France  there are different compensation rates according to whether the  incapacity for work  is 
complete  or partial,  while in the Netherlands  the insurance against incapacity for work  distinguishes between 7 classes of invali-
dity,  each with different rates of compensation. 
In every country the grant of a  pension is subject to a  qualifying period.  The  required period of membership varies consider-
ably:  from  six months  (Belgium)  to  five years  (Germany,  Italy,  Luxembourg). 
Each  country has  a  different  formula  for calculating the pension.  In the Netherlands,  Belgium  and France no  account is taken 
of the number  of years of insurance  or  the  contributions paid;  instead the  pensions represent  a  proportion of the earnings  taken 
as  the basis of assessment.  In the  other countries  the  formula  takes  into account  either the years of insurance or the  earnings. 
The  earnings  taken as  the basis of assessment are  computed by different methods;  a  ceiling is imposed in Germany,  France,  Belgium 
and,  for non-industrial staff only,  in Luxembourg.  In Italy and Luxembourg  part of the  pension is made  up  of a  standard fixed sum. 
In some  countries there are  supplements for dependants.  These  various methods  of assessment give rise to appreciable differences 
in the ratio between pensions  and earnings.  These  differences may  be  increased even further by  the varying degrees  to which  the 
pensions are adjusted to changes  in the cost of living.  In Belgium and Luxembourg  they are automatically adjusted by being pegged 
to  the price index.  In the other countries it is laid down  by  law that  the  pensions must  be  reviewed- annually in the case of France 
and Italy. 
45 TABLE  VI-1 
RISKS  COVERED 
LEGISLATION 
1.  First law 
2.  Basic 
instruments 
GERMANY 
(a)  A worker who  as  a  result 
of sickness or infirmity 
cannot earn more  than 
half the normal  earnings 
of a  heal  thy insured 
person with similar tra~ 
ing and equivalent skills 
in employment  correspond-
ing to his occupational 
position and skills 
(Occupational  invalidity -
Berufsunfahigkeit) 
(b)  A worker who  as a  result 
of sickness or infirmity 
is no  longer able to work 
regularly or cannot earn 
more  than a  minimal  incane 
(General  invalidity -
Erwerbsunfahigkeit) 
22  June  1889 
Industrial staff: 
Social  Insurance Code  (RVO) 
of 19  July 1911,  version of 
23  February 1957, with 
numerous  amendments 
Non-industrial staff: 
Law  of 20  December  1911  in 
the version of 23  February 
1957,  with numerous 
amendments 
INVALIDITY  INSURANCE 
in the countries of the EUropean  Communities 
BELGIUM 
A worker who  as a  result 
of sickness or infirmity 
cannot earn more  than 
one  third of the normal 
earnings of a  worker in 
the  same  category and 
with the same  training 
28  December  1944 
Law  of 9  August  1963, 
supplemented and 
amended 
FRANCE  ITALY 
A worker  who  as a  result  A worker who  as a  result 
of sickness or infirmity  of sickness or infirmity 
can no  longer in azcy- cannot earn more  than 
occupation whatsoever earn  one  third (industrial 
more  than one  third of the  staff) or one  half (non-
normal  8$rnings of a  worker industrial staff) of his 
in the same  category,  with  normal  earnings 
the same  training and in 
the  same  region.  The 
worker is classified under 
Group  1 if he  is nonethe-
less still considered 
capable of being gainfully 
employed,  and under Group 
2 if he is not;  he  is 
classified under Group  3 if 
he requires the help of 
another person 
5  April 1930 
RAP  of 29  December  1945 -
Social Security Code 
(Code  ss) 
Decree  of 12  September 
1960.  Decree  of 28  March 
1961 
21  April 1919 
Decree  laws of 
4  October 1935  and 
14 April 1939.  Laws  of 
4  April 1952,  20  Feb-
ruary 19  38  and 
21  July 1965.  Decree 
of 27  April 1968  and 
law of 30  April 1969 
INVALIDITY  INSURANCE 
Risks covered - Legislation 
LUDXBOURG 
(a)  A worker  (indus  trial 
staff) who  as a  result 
of sickness or infirm-
ity cannot earn more 
than one  third of the 
normal  earnings of a 
worker in the  same 
category,  with the  same 
training and in the 
same  region and  for 
whom  no  employment 
suited to his strength 
and skills and,  to an 
acceptable degree,  to 
his training,  can be 
found 
(b)  A worker  (non-industrial 
staff) who  as a  result 
of sickness or  infirmi~ 
is unable  to carry on 
the  occupation which  he 
had carried on  in his 
last post or another 
occupation suited to his 
capacity and,  to an 
acceptable degree,  to 
his training 
' 
NETHERLANDS 
:A  worker considered 
!completely or partially 
!
incapable of working 
when  as a  result of sick-
ness or infirmity he  can 
no  longer earn his normal 
wage  from  an  activity 
corresponding to his 
strength and skill and 
with due  allowance  for 
his training and his 
previous position in 
his occupation 
No  distinction is made 
as regards the cause of 
the incapacity (invalidity 
or industrial injury) 
6 May  1911  5  June 1913 
Social Insurance  Code,  Law  of 18  February 1966 
Book  III, of 1925 
(Industrial staff),  wi tl: 
numerous  amendments 
Law  of 29  August  1951 
(non-industrial staff), 
with numerous  amend-
ments 
47 TABLE  VI-2 
INVALIDITY  INSURANCE 
Beneficiaries - Conditions  INVALIDITY  INSURANCE 
in the countries of the European  Communities 
BENEFIC !ARIES 
Compulsory 
membership 
Membership 
ceiling 
CONDITIONS 
Minimum  period of 
membership  giving 
entitlement to 
benefits 
Minimum  level  of 
incapacity for 
work 
Period for which 
cover is given 
Discontinuance 
of pension 
GERMANY  BELGIUM 
Industrial and non- Industrial and non-
industrial staff  industrial staff 
- -
60  months 
Requirement  considered to 
be  fulfilled when  the 
insured person has  become 
incapable of working or 
has died as  a  result of 
certain occurrences  (e.g. 
industrial  injury)  or 
under certain circumstances 
~ months,  with 120  ~s 
~orked 
Occupational  invalidity:  5~ 66.66% 
General  invalidity:  100%  I 
i 
i 
i 
From  the  end of the month  i~ 
which  the  conditions are  fu~ 
filled  'I 
At  the  age  of 65  at the earJ 
liest the  pension is conver-
ted  into old-age  pension 
provided that the minimum 
period of membership  has  been 
completed  I 
The  ~  after the  end 
of the  primary period 
of incapacity until 
retirement age 
FRANCE 
Industrial and non-
industrial staff 
All  employees 
-
12  months,  with  800 hours 
worked,  of which  200  during 
the quarter prior to 
ceasing work 
66.66% 
From  the date when  the 
state of invalidity is 
deemed  to exist 
The  pension is disconti-
nued at the  age  of 60 
and replaced by  the  old-
age  pension 
ITALY 
Industrial and non-
industrial staff 
All  employees 
LUXEMBOURG 
Industrial and non-
industrial staff 
All  employees 
NETHERLANDS 
Industrial and non-
industrial staff 
All  employees 
General  invalidity:  5 years Industrial staff: 1  350  ~s  None 
and at least 260  weekly  of insurance 
contributions  (industrial  Non-industrial  staff:  6~ 
staff)  or 60  monthly  con- months  of insurance2 
tributions  (non-industrial 
staff),  of which  52  and 12 
respectively during the 
5 years prior to  the appli-
cation for a  pension 
Occupational  invalidity:1 
1 year and at least 52 
weekly  contributions 
Manual  workers:  66.66%  Industrial staff: 66.66%  15% 
Salaried staff:  50%  Non-industrial staff: no 
level is laid down,  but  the 
worker must  be  incapable of 
carrying on  his occupation 
in a  permanent  manner 
From  the month  following 
the application by  the 
party concerned 
Industrial staff: 
for permanent  inoapaci  ty  -
immediately 
for  temporary incapacity  -
from  7th month 
Non-industrial  staff: 
in any case  from  the  end 
of the  period during which 
sickness benefit  (or 
salary) is paid 
At  65 1  takes form  of old-
age  pension 
From  the  end of the  period 
for which  sickness benefit 
is paid until age  of 65 
Occupational  invalidity pen-
sion discontinued or a 
general  invalidity pension 
converted into occupational 
invalidity pension if the 
pensioner ceases  to be  in a 
condition of occupational 
Discontinued if 
pensioner returns to 
gainful employment 
Suspension or discontinuance  Discontinuance of pension 
if earning oapaci  ty exceeds  if the earnings or 
50%  again  capacity for work  exceed 
Industrial staff:  Discontinuance of pension 
discontinuance of pension  if incapacity for work 
or general  invalidity 
Partial discontinuance:  suspension if any  work  is 
if combined with  d 
allowance  for physical  I  recommence 
handicap or disable-
ment  or with occupa-
tional  income  i 
in the case of refusal  1 
to undergo  retraining 
the limits laid down 
if capacity for work  I ceases or falls below 15% 
exceeds  50%  again 
Non-industrial  staff:  · 
discontinuance of pension  I 
if capacity for work  is 
regained 
J. 
l.  Invalidity caused by circumstances of employment  other than J.ndustrl.al  inJury. 
2  No  qualifying period if invalidity is caused by employment  injury. 
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INVALID!'!'!'  INSURANCE 
in the countries of the European Communi ties 
AMOUNTS  GERMANY  BELGIUM  FRABCE  ITALY  LUXI!X1lOURG  NETHERLANDS 
Allowance:  Calculation  Allowance:  Pension:  Pension formula:  Pension:  of pension  Pension formula : 
6CJ1,  Of  the lost earnings  (a)  Group  1  (those still  1.85% x  n  x  E  Consisting of a  fixed amount  For incapacity level  (a)  for occupational inval-
(subject to ceiling) if  able to work)  plus a  supplement.  Fixed  between:  idi  ty  1%  X  n  X  E  X 0  n  •  nWlber of years of  (b)  for general invalidity  there are dependants,  40%  30%  X E  insurance  (  maxim'Wll :  40)  amount:  Lfrs.  15 000 p.a.  15-25%  :  1CJ1,  E  if no  dependants  {b)  Group  2  (Index  ..  lOO;  index at 1  June  25-35%  20%  E  1.5% X n  X  EX 0 
E  •  average annual  earnings 1970  ~ 167.50)  :  Minim'Wll  (after 1  ;year) :  50%  X  E 
35-45%  :  30%  E  n  •  N'Wllber  of years of  with dependants:  Bfrs. 224 (c)  Group  3  (those  in respect of which  Supplement:  45-55%  :  40%  E  insurance  (contribution  per~  requiring help from  another  contributions have  been  1.  6%  of total earnings§  55-65%  :  50%  E  periods,1 equivalent,  without dependants:  person):  Class 2  pension  due  during the la  at 3  earnings adjusted according  65-80%  :  65%  E  credited  and suppl- Bfrs. 17 9  per da;y  plus 40%•  years  to index and changes in  80%  and over  :  80%  E  mentary periods)  Minim'Wll:FF  9  357.10 
Minimum:  Lit.  299  000 p.a.  wage  level; 
E  •  dail;y earnings,  subject  Supplementar;y periods • 
•  Average  annual earnings  for invalidity before age  n'Wllber  of years to run  E  or Lit.  325  000  from  to ceiling (minimum  until age of 55·  'lbese  for the 10 years of  age of 65  of 55,  special  supplement 
earningsl Fl.  37.60  insurance prior to  for each entire calendar  are added when  the worker 
interruption of work  or, Social securi  t;y  pension:  month either from  begin- per da;y)  qualifies for invalid 
where  applicable,  a  Lit.  156  000  (12  000  X  13)  ning of right to a  pension  insurance before reaclUng 
shorter period  of the annual contributor;y  or right to  cash sickness  that age,  provided that  pension is provided by the  benefit up  to age  of 55;  the  following are covere<  Social Fund as a  social  (a)  Lfrs. 64 p.a.  (index  ..  i  by contributions:  security pension  100)  to end of 35th  either for at least 36 
months  during the  60  year of age 
months  prior to the  (b)  Lfrs. 77  p.a.  (index..  risk incurred§  or  100)  for the  aubsequent  for at least half the  period5  period of memberahip 
(minimum  60 months)  Minimum  pension when  index  .. 
100 is Lfrs. 24 000  (at leas  E  ..  General  basic earnings, 
3  000 days of insurance)  i.e.  average gross 
earnings in respect of 
which contributions are 
due  of all insured pel'Sll$ 
during the  3  calendar 
years prior to the year 
of pa;yment  of pension. 
I  In 1970 ..  m  10 318 
!  c  =  Individual coefficient -. 
i  average ratio for each  I 
I  year of the  eamings of  ! 
i  the person concerned to 
i 
general basic earnings 
(maxim'Wll  2)4 
i  ! 
~arnings  ceiling  Industrial  ~  :  !Ddustriol.  ~  None  Industrial  Fl. 25  012  p.a.  natioilal  staff  m 21  600  Bfrs.l74 900  p.a~ staff  FF  18  000  staff:  none  ~Fl. 96.20 per  da;y~  currencies)  Non-industrial  p. a.  Non-industri  p.a.  Non-industrial  at 1  August  1970  star  , 
I  staff  staff:  Lfrs.34l 700 
Supplement per 
I 
dependant: 
!  spouse  - See  above  - See  famil;y allowances  - - ! 
children  1/10 of general basic  (General  family:  (General family allowance  Lfrs. 3  200  p. a.  per child  [See  family allowances  earn~ngs for each child,  allowance  scheme)  (with index ..  100)3  I  p.a.  scheme) 
; 
1  Credited periods  •  perJ.ods of sickness  (minl.mum  4  weeks),  rehabilitation,  unemployment,  studies (over 16 years of a.ge,  up to 5  years)  which are  taken 1.nto  account  provided that 
2  at least half of the period of memberahi.p  (minimum  60 months)  is covered b;y  contributions. 
No  C'Wllulation with family allowances. 
3  CUlllulation of supplements for children with family allowances 
4  If exceeded,  possibility of obtaining increaaea. 
5  If during the years of memberahip  over the  &&e  of 25  the person concerned has not completed an average of 240 days  of insurance per calendar year, only.  2/3 of the special  supplement 
is paid. 
6  A  "holi~ all1owance"  equal to  6%  ol  the annual  allowance is paid on<:e  a  year. 
Amounts 
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INVALIDITY  INSURANCE  Cumulation of benefits-
Prevention and rehabilitation 
Adjustment  in the countries of the European Communities 
CUMULATION 
with other 
social security 
benefitsx 
PREVENTION  AND 
REHABILITATION 
ADJUS'IKENT 
GERMANY 
If combined vi  th an 
industrial injuries or 
occupational diseases 
pension,  the invalidity 
pension is reduced when 
the total exceeds  6~  of 
the earnings taken as 
basis for assessment 
BELGIUM  I  FRANCE 
Cumulation vi  th industrial  !cumulation with an 
injuries or occupational  :industrial injuries or 
diseases pension is possib•loccupational diseases 
up  to a  variable maximum  :pension limited to the 
inormal  earnings of a 
l
'worker in the  same 
category 
Steps taken to maintain,  Functional and occupational ~ocational retraining in 
improve  and restore  retraini~ 1  in accordance  specialized vocational re-
capaci  ty for work  include:  with  deci~1on of p~el of  training centres or 
all forms  of medical  care; doctor~,  1n special1Zed  establishments,  subject to 
vocational rehabilitation  establ1shments  a  psycho-technical examin-
and  adjustment  to  a  new  ation,  with the social 
occupation;  security funds  contributing 
social security assistance  to  the costs;  the pensions 
e.g.  transitional allow- or part of the  pensions are 
ances  ( 5D-80%  of earnings  continued 
over the last 12  {36) 
months)  for the  period of 
medical  care,  rehabilita-
tion and  subsequent  steps 
to consolidate  the results 
achieved 
Twofold  adjustment to 
economic  situation: 
1.  by  automatic  incidence 
of general basic earn-
ings  (see above)  when 
the amount  of the 
pension to  be  paid is 
fixed 
2.  by adjustment of the 
pension according to a 
coefficient which  is 
fixed once  a  year by 
law in view of changes 
in the national income 
(per person gainfUlly 
employed)  and of the 
trend of economic 
capacity and productiv-
ity 
Automatic  adjustment of 
allowances  by 2.5%  when 
the retail price index 
varies by more  than 2.75 
points  {Basis:  index=llO; 
at present index-145·75) 
Annual  adjustment with 
effect from  1  April  b,y 
statutor,y instrument fixing 
the coefficient of increase 
ITALY 
Cumulation of c.neral 
' invalid!  ty pension with an 
industrial injuries or 
: occupational diseases 
: pension within the lilli  t  of 
I annual  earnings and subject 
j to the ceiling 
)  I 
I
! The  INPS  is able  to grant  / 
medical  care etc.  to  I 
prevent or reduce invalid- I 
ity and to restore capacity! 
for work  I 
x  In the  six countries of the European Communities  invalidity pensions and old-age pensions are mutually exclusive. 
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LUXEMBOURG 
A reduction of the 
invalidity pension is 
possible in certain cases 
when  combined,  for example, 
with an  industrial 
injuries pension 
TABLE  VI-4 
NETHERLANDS 
Reduction of the invalidity 
pension where  combined with 
a  benefit granted by  foreign 
legislation for the  same 
incapacity for work 
The  insurance m~  require  Possibility for the person 
that curative treatment be  concerned of measures  to 
given to restore a  pen- maintain,  restore or improvE 
sioner's capacity for work  jhis capacity for work,  such 
or avert an  insured per- Jas rehabilitation,  training 
son's imminent  incapacity;  lor retraining.  Measures  m~ 
the  pension m~  be  entirely:also be  taken to improve 
or partially suspended 
1 his living condi  tiona 
during this treatment 
1.  Automatic  adjustment of  'The  daily allowance is 
pensions wherever  the  !pegged to the earnings 
index varies b,y  2.5  index 
points in relation to  I 
the base figure  (=100 
at 1  Januar,y 1948; 
167.50 since 1  June 1970) 
2.  Adjustment  of pensions 
to earnings level  (most 
recent adjustment at 
1  August  1969  to  the 
1965  earnings level) OLD- AGE  INSURANCE 
EXcept  in Belgium  and  France  old-age insurance and invalidity insurance are closely linked.  Re£erence  should there£ore be  made 
to  the description of invalidity insurance  (see page  45)• 
It should be  noted that the Netherlands has set up  an old-age insurance  scheme  applicable  to  the entire population. 
EXcept  in Belgium  and the Netherlands a  minimum  membership  period,  varying from  3  to 15 years according to  the country,  is 
required for entitlement to a  corresponding pension. 
The  normal  retirement age is 65  except in Italy,  where it is 60.  In Belgium  and  Italy the retirement age  is 5 years earlier 
for women. 
In Germany,  Italy and  Luxembourg  the old-age  pension is calculated in the  same  way  as  the invalidity pension  (see  page  49). 
In France and  Belgium  the  pension is calculated with re£erence  to basic earnings and  the number  of years of insurance.  In the 
Netherlands the pension paid under the general old-age insurance  scheme  is calculated with reference  to  the number  of years of 
insurance. 
As  has been mentioned earlier in relation to invalidity pensions,  this variety o£  £o:rmulae  for calculating pensions does  not 
simply represent technical di£ferences but entails disparities in pension levels. 
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OIJ}-AGE  INSURANCE 
OIJ}-AGE  INSURANCE  Legislation - Beneficiaries -
Conditions 
in the countries of the European  Communities 
GERMANY  BELGIUM  FRANCE.L  ITALY  LUxmBOURG  NETHERLANDS 
LEGISLATION 
1. First law  22  June  1889  '10M~ 1900  5 April 1910  21  April 1919  6  May  1911  5 June  1913 
2.  Basic  Industrial staff: Social  !Royal  Decree  of 24  October  Law  of 5 April 1928  Decrees of 4  October 1935  Industrial staff:  General  old-age insurance : 
instruments  Insurance Code  ( RVO)  of  il967  Social Security Code  (Code  and 14 April 1939  Social  Insurance Code,  Law  of 31  May  1956 
19  July 1911,  version of  SS),  Books  I-III -Decree  Laws  of 4  April 1952,  26  Book  III,  1925,  with 
23  February 1957,  with  of 29  December  1945,amended  February 1958  and  21  July  numerous  amendments 
numerous  amendments  1965  Non-industrial staff: 
Non-industrial staff: law  Decree  of 27  April 1968  Law  of 29  August  1951, 
of 20  December  1911,  versim  Law  of 30  April 1969  with numerous  amendments 
of 23  February 1957  with 
numerous  amendments 
BENEFICIARIES 
Compulsory  Industrial and non- Industrial and non- Industrial and non- Indus trial and non- Industrial and non- All residents aged from 
membership  industrial staff  industrial staff  industrial staff  industrial staff  industrial staff  15  to 65,  regardless of 
All employees  ·All  employees  All employees  All  employees  income  or nationality 
Membership 
ceiling  - - - - - -
CONDITIONS 
Minimum  period  180 months  of insurance  None  15 years with maximum  of  15 years of contributions  2  700  ~s  of insurance  None 
of membership  30  years  (be tween  5 and 15  for industrial staff2 
for right to a  years:  annuities)  60  months  of insurance 
pension  for non-industrial  staf~ 
Normal  retirement 
age: 
(a}  Men  65  65  From  60  (pension)  6o3  65  65 
From  65  (annuities} 
(b)  Women  65  60  From  60  (pension}  553  65  65 
From  65  (annuities) 
1m addition to  the statutory old-age insuranoescheme  there are  the supplementary retirement  schemes  which  pursuant to the agreement of 8  December  1961  between  the French National 
Employers'  Council  (CNPF)  and the trade union organizations must  be  set up  in all occupational sectors covered by  the  CNPF. 
2An  allowance is granted to insured persons who  at 65  do not fulfil the conditions laid down  but have  paid contributions for 1080  ~s  (i.e.  4 years of insurance}.  However,  if on 
reaching 55  the  insured person has not completed the 6<Hnonth  qualifying period,  the period is increased by the number  of months  required to bring it up  to 60. 
3A "seniority pension" after 35  years of contributions irrespective of age,  provided that the pensioner is no  longer working. 
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in the countries of the European  Communities 
Alllounts 
AMOUNTS 
Calculation of 
pension 
Earnings 
ceiling 
Supplements 
per dependant: 
spouse 
children 
I 
I 
GERMANY 
Pension formula: 
1.5%  X  n  X  EX c 
n  ..  Number  of years of 
insurance(cf.invalidity) 
E  •  the general basic 
earnings,  i.e. the 
average gross earnings 
in respect of which 
contributions are due 
of all insured persons 
during the  3 calendar 
years prior to  the year 
of p~ent of pension. 
In 1970:  DM  10 318 
c  = Individual coefficient -
average ratio for each 
year of the earnings of 
the  person concerned to 
the general basic earn-
ings  (maximum  2) 3 
BELGIUM 
Pension formula: 
for a  single person or 
married man  without depen-
dent wife: 
1/45 X  6o%  X  E  X  n4 
for a  married man  ( depen-
dent wife): 
1/45 X  75%  X  E  X  n4 
for women: 
1/40 X  6ofo  X  E  X  n 
n  ..  Number  of years during 
which  remuneration has 
been paid 
E =  (1)  Fbr years prior to 
1  January 1955:  the 
factor representing 
6o%E  (or 75%E)  is fixedj 
at a  nat rate of  j 
Bfrs.83 916 
(2)  For the years after: 
1  January 1955:  · 
Industrial staff: gross! 
wage  without ceiling  j 
Non-industrial staff: 
1  1955-57:  nat rate  · 
1958-67:  earnings 
ceiling plus lo% 
After 1968:  earnings 
ceiling 
none 
204  600  I 
Industrial staff:  }  1K  Industrial staff: 
Non-industrial staff  21  600  Non-industrial  I  staff•  Bfrs, 
I 
I 
1/10 of general basic 
earnings for each child, 
p.a.l 
(var,ying amounts  - see 
above) 
See  Family Allowances 
FRANCE 
Pension formula:  (at 60) 
EX 2o%  X  n 
'30 
ITALY 
Pension formula: 
lo85 X  n  X  E 
n  = Number  of years of 
E  •  Highest average earn- insurance  (maximum:40) 
ings in the 10 years be:ore E  ,.  average annual  earnings 
age o: 60  or before ret1re- in respect of which 
ment  1D the case of defer- contributions have  been 
ment  due  during the last 
n  =  Number  of years between  3 years 
15  and 30 
Annuity:  (for 5-15 years 
of membership)  ..  10%  of 
half of employee's plus 
employer's contributions 
Minimum  pension:  F'F  1  650 
Minimum:  Lit.  299  000 p.a. 
or Lit.  325  000  from  age  of 
65 
Social security pension: 
Lit.  156  000  (12  000  x  13) 
of the annual  contributory 
pension is provided by  the 
Social FUnd  in the  form  of 
a  social security pension 
Industrial and  None 
non-industrial 
staff:  F'F  18 000 
(a)  Spouse  aged under 65: 
5o%  of the pension, 
with minimum  of F'F  50 
(b)  Over  65:  minimum 
F'F  1  650 
See  Family Allowances 
lo%  of the pension to 8Jl¥  : See  Family Allowances 
pensioner who  has had at 
least 3 children,  including , 
children whom  he  has brought 
up for at least 9  years  1  before their 16th birth~ 
1No  cumulation with family allowances. 
4From  1971  only:  until  then 1/42,  1/43 or 1/44 according 
to whether pensionable age  is reached in 1968,  1969  or 1970. 
2cumulation of supplements for children with family allowances. 
5A  "holida,y allowance",  equal to  3%  of the annual pension in 
1970 and  6%  from  1971,  is paid once  a  year. 
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TABLE  VII-2 
LllXIiNBOURG  NETHERLANDS 
Pension:  Annual  amount  (at 1  August 
Consisting of a  fixed  1970): 
amount  plus a  supplement.  Single persons:  1/50 of 
Fixed amount:  Lfrs.l5 000  Fl.  4  194 
p.a.  (index=lOO;  index at  Married persons:  1/50 of 
1  June  1970=167.50) 
1
Fl.  5 952  for each year of 
Supplement:  insurance5 
1.6% of total earnings; 
earnings adjusted  according~ 
to index and  the changes in 
wage  levelf 
minimum  pension  (when  index= 
100):  Lfrs.24 000  (for 
3 000 days  of insurance) 
Industrial staff: none 
Non-industrial 
staff:  Lfrs.341 700 
Lfrs.3 200  p.a.  per  2  child (with index=lOO) 
(Varying amounts  - see above) 
See  Family Allowances 
3If exceeded,  possibility of obtaining increases. TABLE  VII-3 
GEBMANY  BELGIUM 
Early pensions  Men:  at 60 if alread1' unem- At  the request of the  person 
pla,yed for at least 1 year  concerned1  in which  case 
and as long as they remain  reduction of 5%  for each ye&J 
unemployed  before normal  retirement age 
Women:  at 60 if subject to  (except for persons enjoying 
compulsory membership  for  status of national "recogni-
the  preceding 20 years and  tion") 
if no  longer gainfully  Earliest possible age:  60  fo  employed  men  and 55  for women 
Extension  A supplement is given for 
each additional  year of worll 
(max.  5),  equal  to 1/45  (men 
or 1/40 (women)  of 6~  of 
earnings during the year 
(75%  for households) 
Cumulation  Possible  Forbidden except for 
with earnings  authorized work  (work  rea-
tricted to 90  hours per 
month  or producing earnings 
not exceeding Bfra. 3  600 
per month) 
Adjustment  Twofold  adjustment  to  Automatic  adjustment of 
economic  situation:  pensions b,y  2.5% when  the 
(1)  b,y  automatic  incidence  retail price index varies 
of general basic earnings  b,y  more  than 2.75 points 
(see above)  when  the amount  (Basis:  index 100:  at 
of the pension to be paid is present index •  145·75)  fixed 
(2)  b,y  adjustment of the  Adjustment  to  the economic 
pension according to a  coef- situation by  increase 
ficient which is fixed once  according to a  coefficient 
a  year  b~ law in view of  (5%  at 1 July 1970) 
changes  ~  the national 
income  ()er person gainfully 
employed.  and. of economic  , 
capaoi  ty and productivity  I 
OLD-AGE  INSURANCE 
in the countries of the European Communi ties 
FRANCE  ITALY 
In the case of incapaoi  ty 
for work  and deported per-
sons,  pension anti  tlement 
begins at 60 at the same 
rate as for 65 
Pensions or annuities:  Possibility of obtaining 
Possibility of deferring  pension supplements  every 
p~ent without any age  2  years where  the  pensioner 
limit.  Rate :2~ of pen- continues to work  and pay 
sion plus  1%  for each  contributions  (18.72 x 
quarter-year of deferment  value of basic contribu-
beyond 60  tiona paid during the 
2 years) 
Possible  Total cumulation for minimum 
pensions;  5~  of pension for 
amounts  between  the minimum 
I  Uld Lit. 100 000 per montho 
no  cUII.ulation  above  the 
latter figure 
l 
LUXE)( BOURG 
Industrial staff: men  at 
women  at 
Non-industrial staff: 
men  at 
women  at 
62 
62 
60 
55 
OLD-AGE  INSURANCE 
Early pensions - Extension -
Adjustment 
NE'l'HERLANDS 
Condi tiona: all work  ceased 
and a  sufficient number  of 
years of membership  (indus-
trial staff: 10 800  ~s; 
non-industrial staff: 180 
months) 
Possible  Possible 
Annual  adjustment with  J Annual  adjustme\].t  (by decree)(l)  Automatic  adjustment  Pensions adjusted by royal 
effect from  1  April by  ,of pensions to changes in  of pensions whenever  the  decree when  the earnings 
statutory instrument firlngi cost of living  index varies by  2.5 points  index varies by more  than 
the coefficient of increase;  in relation to the basic  3% 
I  index (·100 at 1  January 
I 
19481  167.50 since 1  June 
1970) 
(2)  Adjustment  of pensions 
I  to level of earnings  (most  I 
I  recent adjustment at 1 
!  August  1969  to the 1965 
I 
level of earnings) 
I 
i 
! 
55 s u R v I  v 0  R s  I  B E N E F  I  T S 
Specific insurance against the death of the head of the  family exists in one  country only,  the Netherlands  (general  insurance 
for widows  and orphans).* In  the other countries survivors'  insurance is organized as part of old-age  insurance. 
To  permit  payment  of benefits to survivors,  the  head of the  family must,  if he  dies during his working life,  have  been entitled 
to  a  pension as a  result of fulfilling certain qualifying conditions,  which vary from  country to country,  or must  have  already been 
receiving a  pension at the  time of his death.  Under  the general  insurance  scheme  in the Netherlands  the  head of the  family alone 
need have  been insured.  The  granting of benefits may  also  be  made  subject to certain conditions concerning  the beneficiary's situa-
tion:  these  conditions m~  relate to  the  duration of the marriage,  the  widow's  age  or capacity for work  or the  dependent members  of 
the  family. 
With  the  exception of the general  insurance  scheme  in the Netherlands,  which  provides flat-rate pensions,  the  amount  of the 
benefit paid to survivors  (widows  or widowers)  is determined in proportion to  the  pension which  the  insurance holder was  receiving 
or would have  received.  The  allowance is discontinued if the widow  remarries,  but in five  countries  (Germany,  Belgium,  Italy,  Luxem-
bourg,  Netherlands)  a  grant  equal  to  one  to five years'  p~ents is provided. 
In Germany,  Italy and Luxembourg  orphans'  benefit is calculated on  the  basis of the  insured person's pension  (actual or  hypo-
thetical).  In Belgium  and  France  only family allowances are  provided,  but at higher rates for  orphans in the  former country.  In 
the Netherlands special allowances are paid only to  those  who  have  lost both parents,  and under certain circumstances  family 
allowances m~  be  added.  In Germany,  Italy and Luxembourg  the benefits are higher for  those  who  have  lost both parents.  In 
Luxembourg  pensions  and family allowances can be  combined. 
*  Translator's Note:  Here  and elsewhere  "orphans" covers fatherless or motherless children as well  as children having lost both 
parents. 
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LEGISLATION 
Conditions for 
grant of benefit 
( 1)  Deceased 
insured 
person 
if during working 
life 
if pensioner 
( 2)  Surviving 
spouse 
GEBMANY  BELGIUJl 
SURVIVORS 1  BENEFITS 
- invalid!  ty and old-age schemes  -
in the countries of the European Communities 
FRANCE  ITALY 
See  Invalidity and Old-age  See  Old-age  Insurance table  See  Invalidity and Old-age  See  Invalidity and Old-age 
Insurance tables  Insurance tables  Insurance  tables 
60  months  of insurance  1  year of insurance 
Recipient of an invalid!  ty  Recipient of an old-age 
or old-age  pension  pension 
Widow,  married to  the 
deceased at the time of 
his death,  or divorced 
and financially dependent 
upon  the deceased 
Widower  financially 
dependent upon deceased 
insured spouse 
Widow  married to the 
deceased for at least 
1  year (unless there is a 
child of the marriage or 
death is due  to an acci-
dent after the date of 
marriage): 
aged at least 45  or 
bringing up a  child or 
looking after disabled 
person; 
having ceased all work 
Registered for 12  months:  5 years of insurance  and at 
800 working hours during  least 260  weekly contribu-
the last 12  months,  of  tiona for industrial staff 
which at least 200  during  or 60  monthly contributions 
the first of the 4  quarter- for non-industrial staff. 
years prior to cessation  Or  1  year of insurance and 
of work  or involuntary  52  weekly contributions if 
unemployment;  entitled to  death is connected with 
old-age or invalidity  occupation 
pension 
Recipient of an old-age or  Recipient of an old-age or 
invalidity pension  invalidity pension 
(a)  Fbr widow's  (widower's) 
pension:  widow  (dependent 
widower)  aged at least 60, 
disabled,  of an insured 
person who  died before his 
(her)  60th birth~. 
Widow 
Dependent  disabled widower 
{b)  For widow's  (widower's) 
pension commuted  to old-age 
pension:  widow  (or depen-
dent widower),  aged 65  (60 
in the event of incapacity 
for work),  of  person 
entitled to a  pension or a 
recipient of a  pension 
(marriage having lasted 
for at least 2 years);  and 
not herself {himself) having 
entitlement to ~  social I 
security benefits 
SURVIVORS 1  BENEFITS 
Condi tiona for grant of benefit 
LUXEBBOURG 
See  Invalidity and Old-age 
Insurance tables 
General  insurance  scheme 
for widows  and orphans 
Industrial staff:  900  ~s To  be  insured 
of insurance 
Non-industrial  staff: 40 
months  of membership.!  No 
qualifying period where  an 
injur,y connected with 
occupation has caused death! 
I 
Recipient of an old-age or  I  To  be  insured 
invalidity pension  ! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Widow  (or dependent  widower)Widow  with dependent 
married to  the deceased for children or disabled person 
at least one  year,  unless  or aged at least 40  at time 
there is a  child of the  of her husband's death.  At 
marriage or death is caused 65  the  survivor's pension 
by  an accident.  Assimilated is replaced b,y  an old-age 
to the  widow:  mother,  moth~pension 
in-law,  sister,  daughter, 
daughter-in-law and adopted 
daughter if a  minor at time 
of adoption,  subject to 
certain conditions. 
Fatherless children,  and 
motherless children if the 
child was  dependent upon 
the insured mother 
1The  widow  of an insured person of Luxembourg nationality may  make  back pa.YJDents  to cover the periods required to bring the qualifying period up  to a  standard 60  months,  provided that 
she is 45  or has attained at least. a  5o%  incapaoi  ty for work,  or is bringing up or has brought up  a  child. 
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Amount  of Pensions 
AMOUNTS 
(1)  Pensions 
Widow 
(widower) 
Widow's 
remarriage 
Orphans(  .. 
fatherless 
or 
motherless 
children) 
Orphans 
(=  children 
having lost 
both parents) 
6/10 of pension for occupa-
tional invalidity with 
reference to actual period 
of membership  - for widows 
under 45 
6/10 of general invalidity 
pension with reference  to 
a  nominal  P{triod of member-
ship longerl than the  actual 
period  - for widow  (widower) 
over 45,  or disabled or with 
dependent children 
Pension is discontinued; 
grant of 5 years'  pension 
1/10 of general invalidity 
pension  (see above)  plus 
children  •s SJ.pplement  as for 
general old-age or invalidity 
scheme  ( ·1/10 of insured~ 
persons'  average  earning~ 
1/5 of the general invalid-
ity pension plus children's 
supplement  as for general 
old~  or invalidity 
scheme2 
I 
SURVIVORS 1  BENEFITS 
- invalidity and old-age  schemes  -
tn the countries of the European  Communities 
BELGIUM  FRANCE 
8~  of the  actual or bn>o- 1/2 of holder's old-age 
thetical retirement pension pension 
of the insured person  1/2 of pension or annuity 
calculated at household  received b,y  the deceased 
rate.  No  widower's pension Minimum:  FF 1  65o.  lO% 
Pension is discontinued; 
grant of 2 years'  pension 
No  orphans'  pension;  see 
special family allowances 
scheme 
No  orphans'  pension;  see 
special  family allowances 
scheme 
supplement where  the  person 
concerned has at least 3 
dependent  children brought 
up  b,y  him  for 9 years 
before their 16th  birth~ 
Pension is discontinued 
No  orphans'  pension:  see 
family allowances  scheme 
No  orphans'  pension:  see 
family allowances  scheme 
ITALY 
6~  of the insured person's 
invalidity or old-age pen-
sion in accordance with the 
minimum  and mari.mum  levels 
laid. down  for the insured 
person's pension 
Pension is discontinued; 
grant of 2 years'  pension 
(1)  In conjunction with 
surviving spouse's pension: 
20%  per child;  but for 3 
or more  children,  40%  divi-
de~  by  the number  of child-
ren 
(2)  If not,  see Orphans 
(both parents)  below 
40'%  per child.  3  children 
and over,  100%  divided by 
the number  of children 
LUXEMBOURG 
2/3 of fixed amount  and 
6CJ%  of supplement5  plus 
further supplement  of 
Lfrs. 2  200  (index-100)  p.a. 
for each dependent  child 
If insured person dies 
before  55,  60%  of special 
supplements5  provided that 
the widow  fulfils the con-
ditions  (see Note  1  of 
preceding table) 
Pension is discontinued, 
grant of 60 months'  pay-
ments if remarried before 
50  (36  months'  ~ents 
over 50),  not including 
special supplements 
1/3 of fixed amount  plus 
2~  of supplement  plus 
further supplement of 
Lfrs.l 100  (index-100) 
p.a.  for each dependent 
child4 
If insured person dies 
before  55,  20'%  of special 
supplements5 
Double  the pension for 
fatherless or motherless 
children4 
TABLE  VIII-2 
NETHERLANDS 
Annual  sum  (at 1  August  1970): 
Widow  only:  Fl.  4  194 p.a. 
Widow  with dependent 
children:  Fl.  5  952  p.a. 
6 
Pension is discontinued: 
grant of 1 year's pension 
Only  children from  a  dissolved 
marriage where  the  surviving 
spouse has not remarried; 
Amount:  see below4 
, Children4 aged:  p.a. 
under 10  Fl.  1  338 
lo-16  Fl.  1  986 
over 16-27  Fl.  2  586 
(at 1  August  1970) 
1Where  the deceased insured person 1s not 55  or over,  the actual membership  period 1s 1ncreased b,y  the per1od between  death and  age of 55,  subJect  to certa1n condit1ons. 
2since  these pensions in any case exceed family allowances,  the latter are discontinued. 
~o entitlement to  family allowances unless the widow  works. 
4No  restriction on  combination with family allowances. 
5see Invalidity Table. 
6A  "holidq allowance",  equal  to  3%  of the annual  pension in 1970  and  6%  from  1971,  is paid once  a  year. 
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GERMANY 
AMOUNTS 
Other beneficiaries 
Maximum  for all  lao%  of the insured person's 
those entitled to general  invalidity pension 
benefits  (see above),  with children's 
supplements 
(2)  Funeral  and 
other 
allowances 
The  insured person's full 
pension is paid to the 
widow  (or widower)  for the 
3 months  following the 
insured person's death 
See  also allowances for 
funeral  expenses under 
Sickness  Insurance 
BELGIUM 
Adjustment  allowance for 
widows  with no  pension 
rights: 
one year's survivor's 
pension 
See  also allowances for 
funeral  expenses under 
Sickness  Insurance 
SURVIVORS 1  BENEFITS 
SURVIVORS 1  BENEFITS  Amount  of Pensions  (ctd) 
- invalidity and old-age  schemes 
in the countries of the European  Communi ties 
FRANCE  ITALY  LUXEMBOURG 
iFbr parents,  brothers,  etc.,  Persons assimilated to 
i  15%  of the  insured person's  widows 
!
!pension if there are no  Children assimilated to 
other survivors  orphans 
I 
I 
!100%  of the insured person's loa% of the insured person's 
lpension 
I 
I 
Under  Death  Insurance, 
1 IAllowance  to survivors if 
grant of a  capital sum  on  I  the insured person was  not 
death equal  to 90  times  yet entitled to a  pension: 
the basic daily earnings tol45 times  the total contri-
the survivors of insured  butions paid 
persons who  have  ~en gain-1  Minimum:  Lit.  43  200 
fl:UlY  employe~ ~r J.n  a  :Maximum:  Li  t.l29 600 
sJ.tuation assJ.mJ.lated  there7order of priority:  spouse, 
to  (unemp~oyment, sickness  !children  parents 
or maternJ.ty allowance,  !  ' 
temporary incapacity)  for  lsee also funeral  grant 
200 hours  during the  3  l  under Sickness  Insurance 
pension 
The  insured person's full 
pension is paid for 3 monthE 
to  survivors who  have  lived 
with him  in the  same  house-
hold 
,Funeral  allowance if death 
1 occurs before pensionable 
·age: 
NETHERLANDS 
A divorced wife under 
certain conditions 
The  insured person's 
full  pension is paid 
to  the widow  for the 
5 months  following death 
Temporary  benefit 
(6-24 months)  to widows 
with no  pension rights: 
Fl.  4  194  p.a.  (at 
1  August  1970) 
months  prior to death or  1 
120 hours during the last 
1  monthf  order of priority: 
Industrial staff:  1/15 of 
actual  annual  earnings, 
minimum  Lfrs.l 200  (index= 
100) 
Non-industrial staff: if th~ 
beneficiaries receive no  ! 
spouse,  children,  parents,  I 
etc. 
Minimum:  1%  of annual 
earnings,  subject to ceiling 
Maximum:  3  times  the  month!~ 
earnings,  subject to ceiling 
survivors'  pension and 
provided the  conditions 
concerning the qualifying 
period are fulfilled,  50% 
of the  3 highest annual 
earnjngs on  which  contribu-
tions had to be  paid 
·see also  funeral  allowance 
under Sickness  Insurance 
! 
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0  C C U P A T I  0  N A L  D I  S  E A S  E S 
Industrial  injuries insurance was  one  of the first to be  organized.  Yet  while legislation in the various countries was 
originally based upon  the principle of the  individual  employer's liability, it now  rests on  the principle of the 
employers'  oollective liability within the  context of a  social security insurance  scheme,  except in Belgium,where  there is no 
social security insurance  scheme  for this risk and employers are  free  to  take  out private insurance. 
In the Netherlands  there is no  special  insurance against industrial injuries and occupational diseases,  these risks being 
covered by  sickness insurance  (cash benefits and benefits in kind),  insurance against  incapacity for work  (invalidity)  and 
survivors'  insurance. 
The  definition of industrial injury proper is largely the  same  in all the  other countries.  An  injury suffered when  travel-
ling between home  and place of work  is a  concept with wider or narrower interpretation according to  the  country,  but cover for 
such  an injury is given in all countries,  although in Italy only in certain cases. 
None  of the  six countries provides blanket cover for  the  "occupational  diseases" risk  (compensation for  any  disease  con~ted 
in the  course of or as  a  result of work).  Cover is given  only for prescribed occupational diseases,  which  vary from  country to 
country.  In Germany  and  Luxembourg,  however,  any  disease which  can be  proved to have  an occupational  origin may  be  treated for 
compensation purposes as  an  occupational disease.  Some  countries also  impose  fixed periods for exposure  to  the risk and for declar-
ing the  disease. 
Benefits in kind are granted on  more  favourable  terms  than  for non-occupational  physiological risks.  None  of the  six countries 
requires  a  financial  contribution from  the  person affected. 
Cash  benefits take  the  form  of allowances  for  temporary incapacity and pensions for permanent  incapacity. 
In the event of temporary incapacity the  allowances are paid without  any waiting period (except in Italy) until  recovery is 
complete;  the  allowances being replaced,  in three countries,  by  an annuity after a  number  of weeks  (5-78).  In Geraany  and 
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Luxembourg  benefits are paid initially by  the  sickness insurance body  and only later by  the  accidents insurance.  The  amount  varies 
from  5o-90%  of a  basic wage,  the  calculation of which varies from  country to country. 
It has  been  found  that legislation in the various countries on pensions has  evolved from  a  common  law attitude 
to liabilit,y towards  a  standard  division of liability between  the employer and the worker.  This  sharing of liability exists in 
every country except  Belgium,  but  the proportions vary.  In France  and  Italy the rate of compensation varies according to  the degree 
of invalidity;  and each country employs  a  different method  for determining the  extent of invalidity and reviews  the  situation 
according to its own  time-table. 
In calculating the  pension: 
the  earnings  taken as a  basis of assessment  m~  be  either actual  earnings with or without a  ceiling,  or reduced earnings; 
for total incapacity the annuity is a  varying percentage of such earnings  (66-100%); 
for partial incapacity the  pension is a  fraction of that for total incapacity.  In Germany,  Belgium  and Luxembourg  this fraction is 
strictly proportionate to  the  degree  of invalidity.  In France  and Italy it is graduated to  provide  better cover for serious incapacity; 
the minimum  degree  of capacity for which  compensation m~  be  granted varies from  o-2Q%. 
Widows  are granted pensions  equal  to  some  percentage of the  deceased spouse's earnings;  the rate  m~  be  a  standard one  or vary 
according to  the widow's  age  and  degree of incapacity for work.  Pensions are also provided for  orphans and dependent  parents,  but  the 
conditions vary. 
In every country provision is made  for adjusting pensions but this does not operate automatically:  a  law or regulation of some  kind 
is  ~equired in every country. TABLE  IX-1  INSURANCE  AGAmST  INDUSTRIAL  mJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
in the countries of the European Communities 
LEGISLATION 
1.  First law 
Ind.  injuries 
Occ.  diseases 
2.  Basic 
instruments 
Ind.  injuries 
Oco.  diseases 
RISKS  COVERED 
1.  INDUSTRIAL 
6  July 1884 
12  M~  1925 
BELGIUM 
24  December  1903 
24  July 1927 
Social  Insurance Code  (RVO)  Royal  decree of 
of 19  July 1911 1  version of  28  September 1931 
30  April 1963 1  with numerous  Law  of 24  December  1963 
amendments 
FRANCE 
1  9  April 1898 
25  October 1919 
Social Security Code  {Code 
SS)  Book  IV,  decree of 
31  December  1946 1  amended 
INJURIES  :  i' 
(a)  Defini  tion:i 
ind.  injuries  I Injuries occurring in the  Injuries in the enterprise I  Any injury ooouiring as  a 
proper  enterprise and/or in connec- and/or in connection with  result of or in connection 
1  tion with an occupation  an  occupation dependent  on  with work,  regardless of 
injuries when 
travelling 
between  home 
and place of 
work 
I 
dependent  on  the  enterprise  the enterprise as a  result  its cause 
on  the basis of a  contract  of a  sudden,  exceptional 
of employment,  hire or  occurrence caused by  the 
apprenticeship,  or any other unexpected action of an 
insured activity  external  force 
2  2  2 
(b)  Person~!  !.Towards  the  injured person:In the event of the  employ- Employer's unjustifiable 
liability:  in the  event of deliberate er's deliberate fault:  the  fault  (e.g.  failure to 
of the  employer  fault confirmed by a  injured person may  choose  observe industrial safety 
or his manage~  judicial decision  between  an  action for civil measures}  gives entitle-
delegates  2.Towards  insurance body:  in liability or one  based on  ment  to  supplementary 
of the worker 
the event of deliberate  the legal  system  of  annuity 
raul  t  or aggravated negli- standard compensation 
genoa  {without  judicial 
decision) 
An  injury due  to  the delibe- .\n injury due  to  the 
rate fault of the  injured  worker's deliberate fault 
perso~casion withholding  occasions no  compensation 
of all or part of the 
benefits 
Worker's  un0ustifiable 
fault m~  reduce compensa-
tion;  deliberate fault 
entails non-payment  of 
compensation 
ITALY 
17  March  1898 
13  M~  1929 
Royal  decree of 17  August 
1935.  Most  recently amended 
by  law of 30  June  1965 
Industrial injury produced 
by  a  violent cause  in 
connection with workl 
Injuries occurring during 
the  journey between  the 
place of work  and  the  home 
do  not usually occasion 
compensation;  exception: 
unavoidable use of a  very 
long or bad and  dangerous 
route,  the  transport of 
heavy  tools,  harbour vessels 
the enterprise's own  means 
of transport,  etc. 
In the  event of employer's 
unjustifiable fault,  the 
injured person may  by legal 
action demand  from  him  the 
proportion of the  damages 
incurred in excess of the 
compensation granted by  the 
IN  AIL 
Worker's serious unjusti-
fiable fault and  also 
deliberate fault entail 
non-payment  of compensa-
tion 
INDUSTRIAL  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL 
DISEASES  INSURANCE 
Legislation - Risks covered 
I.UXDIBOURG 
5 April 1902 
17  December  1925 
Law  of 17  December  1925 
{Books  II and  IV  of the 
Social  Insurance Code) 1 
with numerous  amendments 
Industrial injury 
occurring as a  result of 
or in connection with 
work 
2 
NETHERLANDS 
There  is no  specific insurance 
against industrial injuries 
and occupational diseasesf 
under the  law of 18  February 
1966  these risks are  covered 
by  sickness insurance  {cash 
benefits and benefits in kind), 
insurance against  incapacity 
for work  (invalidity)  and 
survivors'  insurance 
See  above 
In the  event  of deliberate  The  employer's civil liability 
fault or failure  to  observe is maintained,  it being under-
the necessary safety measunEstood that when  fixing the 
and conviction by  a  court,  amount  of compensation the 
all expenditure  occasioned  judge must  take into account 
by  the injury are  the  the benefits granted to  the 
employer's responsibility  worker 
No  compensation is paid 
where  the worker deliberate-
ly causes the injury 
1  Insect stl.ngs,  animal  b1 tes and complaints caused by micro-organisms are considered violent  causes  provided they occur "in connection with work". 
2  Such injuries are  those occurring on  the  journey to or from  work  along the normal  and habitual route between the  place of work  and the worker's residence.  Legal  precedents or even legal 
3  provisions extend this definition to oases other than the travelling defined above  (to eating-place,  doctor's surgery,  pay office, etc.);  these extensions vary from  country to countr,. 
In the member  countries the liability of third parties is generally laid down  by  law. 
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Riaka  covered  ( ctd) 
iU>CCUPATIONAL 
DISEASES 
(a)  Prescribed 
diseases 
List of 47  occupational 
diseases and noxious 
agents  (see 7th decree of 
20  June  1968); 
Any  disease proved to have 
occupational origin m~  be 
compensated,  in special 
cases,  as an occupational 
disease 
INSURANCE  AGAINST  INDUSTRIAL  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
in the  countries of the European  Communi ties 
BELGIUM  FRANCE  ITALY 
I 
List of occupational disea- 48  tables of occupational  !List of 40  occupational 
ses  (Royal  decree of  diseases,  noxious  agents or diseases  (see law  of 15 
28  March  1969  and  28M~  groups  (Tables annexed  to  !November  1952).  Also  special 
1969)  decree of 31  December  1946,  law  for silicosis and 
amende~  • 2  asbestosis of 12  April 1943 
I 
LUXEMBOURG 
Table  of 35  occupational 
diseases and noxious  agents 
{see  Grand-ducal  decree of 
26  M~  1965) 
Any  disease proved to have 
occupatio~ origin m~  be 
accepted for compensation 
by  the governing body of 
the Accident  Insurance 
Association 
(b)  Conditions: 
enterprises, 
work 
Given  in the list of occu- None 
pational diseases;  restric-
Given  in tables:  restricted Strictly limited to  the work  Given  in the list, mostly 
1
1 
in the  case of a  few  disea- given in the list  in general  terms 
periods of 
exposure  to 
risks 
periods of 
liability 
(period between 
discontinuance of 
exposure  to risks 
and  appearance  of 
disease)  i 
tions imposed  for some 
diseases 
None:  circumstances  taken 
into consideration 
None:  circumstances taken 
into consideration 
time-limit for  I 2 years  (time-limit for 
declaration  (afte~ retroactive  p~ents) 
appearance of firjt 
symptoms)  I 
None 
No  statutory periods 
M~  be  fixed by decree 
ses 
No  fixed period except for 
silicosis,  asbestosis and 
siderosis:  5 years  (in 
principle);3 diseases 
engendered by  streptomycin: 
1  month;  deafness:  2 years 
(reduced to  30  ~s  in some 
cases) 
Uone:  circumstances  taken 
into consideration 
Absolute  periods given in  Absolute  periods given in 
the  tables {between 3  ~s the  list {between  2 months 
and 20 years)3  and 10 years)4 
2  years  (time-limit)  3 years  (time-limit) 
No  prescribed periods 
No  statutory periods 
1Every doctor must  give notice of a  disease  which  is not  included in the  tables but which he  considers as having an  occupational origin:  this is for preventive 
the  tables. 
2Employers  using processes liable to cause  occupational diseases must  give notice thereof. 
3The  conditions concerning the liability and  exposure periods m~  be  waived as regards silicosis and  asbestosis subject to  the opinion of a  panel of 3  doctors. 
~o periods fixed for silicosis and asbestosis. 
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TABLE  IX-2 
NETHERLANDS  I 
See  Table  IX-1  above 
purposes  and  to  expand TABLE  IX-3  INDUSTRIAL  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL 
DISEASES  INSURANCE 
INSURANCE  AGAINST  INDUSTRIAL  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES  Beneficiaries - Benefits 
in the countries of the European Communi ties 
GERMANY  BELGIUM  FRANCE  ITALY  LUXEMBOURG  NETHERLANDS  i 
B~ICUR~  AND+-------------------~r---------------------+-------------------~--------------------~----------------------~-------------------1 
~ITS  I 
A.  ~ICIARIES 
B.  BENEFITS 
1.  TEMPORARY 
INCAPACITY 
(a)  Bo~ respons-
ible for pro-
viding 
benefits 
Industrial and non-indus-
trial staff and all persons 
bound by a  contract of 
service or apprenticeship 
{incl.  temporaries} 
Industrial injuries: workers  Persons working in a:rzy 
covered by social  securi~  capacity in a:rzy  place for 
s.ystem  and apprentices  one  or more  employers 
Occupational diseases:  as 
above  and also trainees 
For the first 18  ~s: the  The  insuring bo~ 
patient's sickness fund, 
The  primary social 
security fund 
subsequently the  trade 
cooperative association; if 
no  sickness fund exists,  th. 
Workers  providing their  Manual  workers,  assistants,  See  Table  IX-1  above 
services for hire to third  mates,  apprentices  and domes-
parties in order to carry  tic  servants~  office staff, 
out manual  work  (thus exolu- operational staff,  foremen 
ding most  non-industrial  and technical staff 
staff} 
IN  AIL  The  sickness funds  on  behalf 
of the association insuring 
against industrial injuries 
(b)  Treatment: 
free choice 
doctor or 
hospital 
association from  the start L  ! 
of In principle:  no  free choio  e  choice unless the  Free  choice  !The  insured person must 
The  patient must  as soon  aslenterprise has a  recognized, 
1use  the services of the 
Free  choice 
peyment  of 
costs;  fees 
contribution 
by person 
involved 
duration 
possible visit the  special~omprehensive medical de- :INAIL  doctors and  obey  their 
cooperative association  :operations;  otherwise  hem~ 
(Durchgangsarzt).  Any  subse  ·lose his right to compensa-
quent medical  treatment is 
1
: tion 
carried out
1
by  approved 
specialists  ! 
appointed by the  trade  jpartment  'instructions, also regarding 
If free  choice allowed,  Direct payment  by  the  pri-iiNAIL  B,y  the insurance association 
See  (a)  1\refund  subject  to an  official; mary  social security fund;: 
None 
Unlimited 
scale  ! for agricultural workers,  ' 
1If organized department:  fre~ the agricultural friendly  ' 
care  1 societies 
None 
Unlimited 
None,  except in certain  iNone  unless the patient 
oases where  treatment by a  applies to a  doctor of his 
doctor outside the  commun~choice for surgery,  while 
a  more  expensive hospital, .the  fees  over and above  the 
1  etc. is chosen by the  :scale of the insuring body 
j  patient  .are the  patient's  respons-
iibility 
Unlimited  :unlimited 
i 
:None 
'Unlimited 
1A doctor who  has discovered an occupational disease must  notify the industrial medical  inspector within 2  d~s; the latter will take whatever  steps he  considers necessary. 
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Benefits (ctd)  INSURANCE  AGAINST  INDUSTRIAL  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
in the countries of the European Communities 
(c)  Cash 
benefits: 
waiting 
period  None 
duration  Until  cure or permanent 
condition.  Maximum:  78 
weeks,  then permanent 
annuities 
basic 
earnings 
used for 
calcula-
tion 
amount 
2.  PERMANENT 
INCAPACITY 
Basic earnings used for 
sickness insurance  (but 
up  to a  ceiling) 
See  Sickness  Insurance 
(a)  Fixing the  ~scertained in each case 
level of  ~Y medical  examination as 
incapacity required by trade cooper-
(=  1)  ative association 
BELGIUM 
None 
Until  cure or permanent 
condition 
FRANCE 
None 
Until cure or permanent 
condition or relapse 
ITALY 
3  days1 
Until  ~ure or permanent 
condition. 
Average  daily earnings  Actual  earnings during the  Average  daily earnings 
obtained by  dividing the  pay period (1  month, t  month,  received during the 15 
real annual  earnings during  1  week)  prior to cessation  working days  prior to 
the year prior to  the injury of work  divided by  the number  cessation of work 
by  365:  maximum  Bfrs.200 000  of working days in that period 
so%  of average daily earning85o% of basic earnings for 28 
for 28  days,  thereafter 9o%  jdays,  thereafter 66  2/3% 
No  reduction for hospitaliza-No reduction for hospitali-
tion  zation 
For temporary incapacity, 
partial allowances  propor-
tionate to residue capacity 
Agreement  between  the 
insuring body concerned and 
person involved;  approval 
by magistrate compulsory 
Board of administration or 
select committee of the 
primary sickness fund  on  the 
advice of the consultant 
doctor 
6o%  of basic daily earn-
ings for 90  days,  there-
after 75% 
1  fixed for injuries on 
the basis of a  table for 
assessing permanent  inca-
pacity;  for occupational 
diseases on  the basis of 
opinion of !NAIL  consul-
tant doctor 
(b)  Review  of 
1 
During first 2 years after  Review  possible  during 3 
injury review is possible  years  (industrial injuries) 
at any time;  after permanent  from  the date of the agree-
annuity is fixed,  at inter- ment  between  the parties or 
vals of at least 1  year.  The  the  final decision 
Review  possible at any  time  j  Review  possible during the 
during the first 2 years 
1  4  years after the annuity 
after 1  is fixed:  thereafter  is fixed,  at intervals of 
normally at intervals of at  at least one  year;  there-
least one  year  after at intervals of at 
least 3 years.  No  further 
review after 10 years  (no 
limit for silicosis and 
asbestosis) 
(c) 
increase or decrease of 1 
~ust be  at least lo% 
Minimum  1 
giving 
entitlement 
to oompen-1 
sation  I 
11%  for industrial 
injuries; 
21%  for occupational 
diseases. 
No  minimum  for silicosis 
or asbestosis combined 
with tuberculosis 
LummDURG 
None 
I 
·Until cure or permanent 
condition,  but annuity after 
13  weeks 
Actual earnings during a 
specified period (maximum: 
ceiling for earnings on 
which  contributions are 
paid) 
75%  of daily earnings 
Assessment  by annuities 
joint committee  based on 
the opinion of the medical 
supervisor of the  insurance 
association 
Review  possible  only during 
the  3 years following the 
fixing of the annuity unless 
deterioration of more  than 
lo% 
1From  the day  following the  injury.  In practice the  employer  pays  compensation for that period (lOa%  for the day of the injury and  6o%  for the  following 3 days). 
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TABLE  IX-4 
NETHERLANDS 
See  Table  IX-1  above TABLE  IX-5  INDUSTRIAL  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL 
DISEASES  INSURANCE 
INSURANCE  AGAINST  INDUSTRIAL  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES  Benefits  ( ctd) 
in the countries of the European  Communi ties 
(d) 
GERMANY  BELGIUM 
Basic earnings Actual  ear.ningsin the 12  Earnings in the year prior 
emplo.yed  for  months  prior to cessation of to cessation of work 
calculating  work.  In any case at least  Maximum  E ..  Bfrs.  200  000 
annuity  ( •  E)  ~00 tim~s local average. earn For minors,  E is at least 
Possible  ~  (f~ed by  the publ1c  Bfrs.40 000 
reduction of E authorit1es) 
( ..  E reduced)  Maximum  E = DM  36  000 
The  insurance  bo~  may  in  .. 
crease this sum 
(e)  Amount: 
formula  Exlx66.7%  Exl 
examples: 
1  ,.  lOa%  66.7%) 
1  •  75%  50.0%  f  E 
1  =  5o%  33.3% 
0 
1  ..  25%  16.7% 
loa%)  75%  of E 
5o% 
25% 
supplements 
for care by 
another 
person 
for 
dependent 
persons 
(f)  Redemption 
Vary  according to individual Maximum  supplement  of 150% 
case from  D·1  100  to  IM  350  of incapacity level 
,per month 
I
If 1  is 5o'%t  at least 10%  of See  Family Allowances 
annuity for each child;  from 
the second child,  at least 
equal  to the family allowances 
Redemption  is possible with 
the  insured person's consent 
lif 1  is less than 3o'%.  Above 
1
3o%  redemption is possible 
under certain conditions 
Compulsory if 1  is lo'%  or 
less at the end of the 
review periods.  Optional, 
at the request of the part;y 
concerned,  for maximum  of 
1/3 of annuity 
FRANCE  ITALY  LUXEMBOURG 
Actual earnings in the 12  Average  annual  earnings in the Actual earnings in the year 
months  prior to cessation of year prior to  the cessation of prior to cessation of work 
work  work  or, if more  favourable,  the 
Minimum  E ..  FF 12  910.31  Minimum  •  Lit.  680  000  customary daily earnings in 
Maximum  E •  FF 103  282·48  Maximum  •  Lit. 1  265  000  the last post multiplied by 
Only l/3 of the actual earn- Reduction of basic earnings  the average number  of days 
ings in excess of twice  the  according to a  table of basic  of work  completed in the 
minimum  is counted up  to  the percentages corresponding to  enterprise (for non-indus-
maximum  ( •  E reduced).  If 1  incapacity levels:  trial staff: 12  x  salary -
is less than 10%,  no  minimum  1  between 11  and  64%,  perc  en  it- with ceiling - at time  of 
E  age  •  5Q-98%;1  between  65  and  injury). Minimum  legal earn-
lOa%,  percentage •  100~  ings for persons of same  age 
and  sex plus  20%  for a 
skilled worker  (minimum 
basic earnings) 
E reduced x  1  reduced  E reduced x  1  EX 1  X  80% 
Reduced  level = incapacity 
level reduced by half for 
the  portion under 5o%  and 
increased by half for  the 
portion over  5o% 
100%  }  62.5% 
25%  of E reduced 
12.5% 
4o%  of the annuity with a 
minimum  of FF 9  357.10 
Family allowances 
lOa%  }  75%  of E  35% 
13.2~ 
Lit.  35  000  per month 
F6r  spouse  and each dependent 
child:  5%  supplement,  and 
combination with any  family 
allowances 
of E 
Up  to Ex 100% 
:10%  supplement  for each 
dependent child if 1  is at 
least 5o%;  maximum  for total 
beneficiaries,  loa%  of E 
Age-limit:  as for family 
allowances 
I 
I 
Immediate  compulsory 
redemption if 1  is less 
Special provisions permit 
,redemption of certain 
Redemption  if 1  is less  than ! 
40%  under special conditions 
than 10%  and if the annuity 
is less than 1/80 of mini-
mum  earnings;  optional full 
or partial redemption under 
certain conditions -not 
before 5 years after ascer-
tainment of permanent  condi-
tion 
annuities.  Compulsory  redemp-
. tion if 10 years after settle-
ment  of the annuity 1 is 
.between 11%  and  16% 
l 
NETHERLANDS 
See  Table  IX-1  above 
69 TABLE  IX-6 
INDUSTRIAL  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL 
DISEASES  INSURANCE 
Benefits (ctd.) 
GERMANY 
(g)  Cumulation: 
new  Full  cumulation possible 
earnings  with new  earnings 
other  If combined with old-age or 
pensions  invalidity pension the 
latter is reduced when  the 
total  pensions exceed 85% 
of E or the individual 
basis for calculating the 
pensions 
3·  DEATH 
Spou~e'\ 
pens1on  Widow  aged under 45:  E x 
30% 
Widow  aged over 45  or with 
over 50%  incapacity level 
or with 1  child receiving 
orphan's pension:  Ex 40% 
Widower  in state of inca-
pacity who  had been depen-
dent upon  the deceased: 
Ex40% 
Orphans 
(• fatherless  Each  child to  age  of 181 
or motherless  or 25  if undergoing voca-
children)  tional  training:  E x  20% 
Orphans  EX  30% 
(=children 
having lost 
both parents) 
BELGIUM 
FUll  cumulation possible 
with new  earnings 
Combination with invalidity 
and old-age pensions  poss~ 
subject to maximum  limits 
for the various cases 
Widow  or widower  dependent 
upon  the deceased:  E x  30% 
Each  chlld:  E x  15% 
, with maximum:  E x  45% 
I 
: 
Each  orphan:  E x  20% 
with maximum:  E x  60% 
The  pensions are deducted 
from  the allowances provi-
INSURANCE  AGAINST  INDUSTRIAL  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
in the countries of the European Communi ties 
FRANCE  ITALY  LUXEMBOURG 
~1  cumulation possible  Full cumulation possible  Cumulation possible with 
~ith new  earnings  with new  earnings  new  earnings 
Combination with an inval- Invalidity and old-age  In certain cases,  reduction 
idity pension restricted  pensions m~  be,combined  of invalidity pension only 
to  8<:>%  of actual earnings  with industrial injury or 
at time  of injury if that  occupational diseases pen-
pension is granted as a  sions.  The  sum  of the com-
result of the injury.  No  bined pensions m~  not 
limits for old-age pension  exceed the last earnings 
where  the invalidity pension 
is paid for the  same  reason 
as the  injury annuity 
Widow  E X  40% 
I 
i 
Widow  aged under 60:  E 
1  5o%  of the  annuity  i 
,reduced x  3<:>%  1  Widower  aged 65  or over or  With  at least 50%  inoapaci ti 
IWidow  aged over 60  or with  1  unfit for work:  as above  level: Ex 50% 
lat least 5o%  incapacity  !  Invalid widower:  E x  50% 
level: E reduced x  50%  i 
!Widower:  see widow 
I 
i 
child:  E reduced x  15%  20%  of the annuity for each  Children (to age  of 18 or 
children:  E reduced x  child  25  if continuing studies or 
30%  vocational  training and 
,3  children:  E reduced  x  with no  limit for infirm 
I  40%,  etc.  children): Ex 20% 
Cumulation with family 
allowances 
'Each:  E reduced x  20'% 
1  40%  of the annuity for each 
Cumulation with family 
i  orphan 
allowances  \ 
! 
ded under  the special scales I  : 
of family allowances  I 
(orphans);  however,  reduc-
I 
tiona m~  not  produce  a  sum 
less than twice  the ordinary 
allowances.  See  family allow-
I 
ances table 
NETHERLANDS 
Bee  Table  IX-1  above 
1As  a  general rule in the  six countries widows  neither divorced nor separated as guilty parties.  In the  event of remarriage,  the  pension is replaced by  payments  equal  to  several years' 
pension. 
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I 
I 
I TABLE  IX-7 
GERMANY 
Dependent  E  X  20%  (E x  30%  for a 
parents and othez  couple).  For parents and 
relations  grandparents,  with"priority 
for the parents 
Maximum  for  EX 80% 
total benefi- excluding,  where applicable, 
ciaries  parents and grandparents 
Capital sum  on  1/12 of the  annual earnings 
death  (minimum  DM  400).  Cost of 
transporting the  bo~ to the 
place of interment is 
covered 
4•  ADJUSIJKENT  .Armual.  adjustment by statu-
tory instrument according to 
changes in wage-levels 
I 
INSURANCE  AGAINST  INDUSTRIAL  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
in the countries of the  Ellropea.n  Communi ties 
BELGIUM  FRANCE  ITALY 
Father and mother,  E x  20%  E  reduoed x  10%  for each  20%  of azmui ty for each 
each,  or E x  15%  for survi- parent and grandparent.  parent,  grandparent,  grand-
ving spouse without children Jlaximum  for total parents  child,  brother and sister 
Also  grandChildren,  bPOthers and grandparents:  E  reduced if no other beneficiary 
and sisters under special  x3o%  exists 
conditions 
Ex75%  E reduced x  85%  EX leo.' 
with order of priority 
30 x  average daily earnings  Refund of funeral  expenses  Lump  sum  of Lit. 140 000 -
limited to a  maximum  sum  260  000 plus  supplementary 
allowances for children, 
parents and grandparents 
INDUSTRIAL  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL 
DISEASES  INSURANCE 
Benefits (ctd.) -Adjustment 
WXEMBOURG  NETHERLANDS 
For all dependent parents  See  Table  IX-1  above 
and grandparents:  E x  30% 
Same  amount  for certain 
other dependent  persons 
subject to speoifio oondi-
tions 
EX 80% 
1/15 of the annual earnings 
Adjustment for annuities  .Armual.  adjustment with  Automatic regular adjustments  Adjustment by regulation 
whioh,· for specified catego- effect from 1  March,  by  linked to changes in indus- (every 5 years)  according 
ries  of invalidity rates,  decree fixing the coeffi- trial earnings during the  to changes in the wage 
do  not reach a  specific sum.  oient of "increase  preceding 3 years  level (at present,  wage 
This adjustment is equal  to  level of 1965)•  The  sums 
the difference between the  adjusted by this means  are 
azmui ty and the said sum.  pegged to the cost of 
These  sums  are fixed by  living index.  No  monthly 
royal decree  and are pegged,  Pav'Dlent  can be made  on  a 
as are the adjustments  ~asis below the minimum 
granted,  to the price index  reference levels  (see 
Supplementary equalization  ~asic earnings above)  for 
allowance:  annuities caJ,.cul- the first month  in which 
ated for an invalidity level  it is p~able 
of lo% and over are linked 
to the index  i 
I 
71 niDUSTRIAL  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL. 
DISEASES  INSURANCE  INSURANCE  AGAINST  INiliSTRIAL  INJURIES  AND  OCCUPATIONAL  DISEASES 
Return to active life  in the countries of the European  Communi ties 
RE'lVRN  TO  ACTIVE 
LIFE 
GERMANY  BELGIUM  FRANCE  ITALY 
1.  Rehabilitation,  FUnctional rehabilitation  The  "Fond national de  reolas- FUnctional rehabilitation  FUnctional rehabilitation 
retraining  as part of medical care,  on  sement  social des handioapes"  subject to medical  opiui.on, in specialized health 
The  insurance association ~ 
prescribe compulsory medical 
treatment to improve  the 
working capacity of the 
recipient of an ennui  ty.  The 
agency for the placing and 
vocational retraining of 
handicapped workers gives 
2.  Preferential 
employment  of 
handicapped 
persons 
3.  Change  of 
the initiative and at the  deals with the rehabilitation  at the expense  of the  establishments and voca-
expense  of the  trade coop- and retraining of handicapped  primary fund  tional retraining 
erative association  workers with at least a  30%  Vocational retraining in 
Retraining:  where  necessary1 inoapaci  ty level  (mental:  2<>%),  special vocational retrain-
adaptation to a  new  oocupa- The  Fund  m~  set up  or help  ing oentrealor establish-
tion with vocational guid- to set up  rehabilitation  menta;  cost is responsib-
ance;  financial assistance  oentres.2  Rehabilitation~  ility of the primary fund, 
for the insured person and  also be  paid for by  the  allowances or annuities 
his family for the retrain- Occupational Diseases FUnd.  being continued or,  in 
ing period  some  oases,  increased 
its opinion upon  the advisa-
bility of measures 
Obligation to employ  serious Enterprises employing a  staff  Preferential employment  of Persons disabled by indus- Certain jobs sui  table for 
ly disabled persons in all  of more  than 20 must  take on  handicapped persons on  trial injuries are placed  their abilities are reserved 
enterprises as a  variable  a  number  of handicapped per- staff up  to a  certain per- and employed in enter- for persons affected by 
quota of the staff2  sons registered with  the Fwnd.  centage which  is fixed by  prises with a  staff of 50  industrial injuries at a  fair 
During the rehabilitation  ministerial decree  for eacland over  (one  such  person  and reasonable wage 
period,  allowances  and supple- activity or group of acti- for each 50  workers).  40% 
ments.ry e~s  are paid them vi  ties2  minimum  level of incapaci"t\Y  • 
by the  Fwnd2  for such  guaranteed 
;employment 
employment:  .  I 
Cases  provided In the  ~vent o: r1Sk  of  On  the order or advice of  Silicosis and asbestosis 
i 
jsilicosis 
I 
and asbestosis  In the event of risk of occu-
pational disease,  aggravation 
or relapse,  an allowance  m~ 
be  granted to the worker  to 
facilitate his re-employment 
for  occupat1~nal diseases,  'tindustrial medical  inspector 
aggravat1on or relapse,  in  I  ! 
I 
Compensation 
particular dermatosis and 
silicosis,  the  trade coop-
erative association must  I 
induce  the  insured person 
1 
to change  occupation 
For the transitional  Temporary  cessation:  temporary After examination by a  Temporary  annuity for  A temporary annuity 
• period,  transitional 
th  .  d  compensa  on  p~a  e  .  . t  d  t  d  b 
~  annuity up  to  50%  of the 
· full ennui  ty {2/3 of E)  or 
: a  lump  sum  of 50%  of one 
incapacity allowances during  specialistti,  a  stanbdardl  inr2 ~i~disabled persons whose  pensate  for loss of 
e  per1o  or less monthly  instalmen  1ncapac1 y  oes no  excee  m~  e  granted 
:Permanent  cessation:  full per- and equal  to a  maximum  of  80%•  The  annuity is paid 
; year's full annuity 
manent  incapacity allowances  300  times the average  dai~  for 1  year and is equal  to 
for 90  ~s  earnings of workers in the 2/3 of the difference 
same  category when  the  b  ·  insured person was  empl.qyed  e~ween ea.:l1er average 
during exposure  to the  da1ly ean11ngs  and  the 
risk or1  where  applicable, daily earnings received in 
for each year of exposure  the new  job if the latter 
60  times the  earnin£s taan  1  as reference  ~able in a  are  ower 
proportionally smaller 
to com-
earnings 
TABLE  IX-8 
NETHERLANDS 
See  Table VI-4 
1Retraining centres compulsory  for enterprises employing 
over 5  000  workers. 
number  of monthly instal-
ments.  Conditions: not to 
be  entitled to an  annuity 
for pneumoconiosis[  to 
leave the post in 6  months· 
to change  employment 
2such measures  have  been in operation for manY  years for 
disabled servicemen and other groups  of handicapped workers.  ' 
i  If entitlement to an 
a.nnui ty or allowance  sub-
sequently occurs,  the 
ch~  or employment  allow-
ance is deductea therefrom 
72 
for the corresponding 
period FAMILY  ALLOWANCES 
The  importance  of family allowances,  which  in most  EEC  countries form  the newest  branch of the  social security systems,  varies 
from  country to country according to  the motives underlying their introduction. 
In addition to  the  allowances  for dependent  children they include in several countries various other allowances,  which  are 
generally paid in connection with births. 
The  legislation of five countries confirms  the principle that entitlement to  family allowances arises with  the first childJ 
in France,  however,  the allowances are not granted for the first child unless there is only one  wage-earner,  and in the Netherlands 
the rule applies to employees  (for residents in general:  from  the 3rd child).  Under  the  German  system  there are allowances only from 
the second child on,  but  these are not paid to families with  two  children only unless their income  does not exceed a  certain level. 
Allowances  are paid only until  the  ch~en reach a  given age,  which  varies from  16  to 19  in the different countries,  with 
extensions being permitted mainly for further education,  vocational training or serious infirmity,  each country having different age 
limits for these various oases. 
In Italy the  same  amount  is paid for each child.  In the  other countries the amounts  differ according to  the number  of children, 
and in Belgium  and  France  according to their age.  It should be  pointed out  that the  allowances granted for  the  same  family  in different 
countries could vary by as much  as  300%. 
Supplementary benefits are provided in Italy for spouses,  parents and grandparents,  in Belgium,  France  and Luxembourg  in connec-
tion with maternity,  and in France  as housing aid. 
73 TABLE  X-1 
GERMANY  BELGIUM 
LEGISLATION 
1. First law  13 November  1954  4  August  1930 
2.  Basic  Law  of 14 April 1964,  Coordinated laws  {royal 
instruments  amended  decree of 19  December  1939) 
CONDITIONS  FOR  ~ 
GRANT  OF  B~ 
First child giving 
2ni  entitlement  1st 
Age-limit: 
normal  18  16 
vocational  training25  21 
further education  25  25 
girls remaining 
253  21  or 255  at home 
serious infirmity  No  limit  No  limit 
MONTHLY  AMOUNTS 
Standard scheme  2nd child:  DM  252  1st child:  Bfrs.629.25 
3rd child:  114  50  2nd child:  Bfrs.l 060 
4th child:  114  60  3rd and 
5th and  following 
FAMILY  ALLOWANCES 
in the countries of the European Communi ties 
at 1 July 1970  (France:  1  August  1970) 
FRANCE  ITALY 
11  March  1932  17  June  1937 
Social Security Code 1  Book  Consolidated law.  Decree 
v.  Decree  of 10 December  of 30 Mq 1955·  Law  of 
19461  amended  17  October 1961 
1st and 2nd4  1st 
16i  18 
18  21 
20  26 
206  -
20  No  limit 
2nd child  FF  86.79  Lit.  5 720  for eaoh child 
3rd and 4th 
child  FF  145.96 
5th and  follow-
FAMILY  ALLOWANCES 
Legislation- Conditions -Amounts 
LUXl!HBOURG  NETHERLANDS 
20  October 1947  23  December  1939 
Law  of 29  April 1964,  26  April 1962 
amended 
1st  1st 
19  I  16 
25  I 27 
25  27 
- 279 
No  limit  27 
1st child:  Lfrs.619  1st child:  Fl-43.68 
2nd  child:  Lfrs.619  2nd and 3rd child:  Fl.49.66 
3rd and  4th and  5th child:  Fl.66.30 
following  6th and 7th child:  Fl.73.32 
following  children:  Bfra.l 484  ing children  FF  130 18 
Local  abatement of 0-4%7 
children  Lfrs.l ll7  8th and following 
children:  IJ( 70  children:  Fl.81.12 
Compensatory  allowance:8 
2nd child  FF  9·81 
3rd and follow-
ing children  FF  15.09 
Where  the household has only 
one  wage-earner,  the single 
wage  allowance is added  to 
the  family allowances  {see 
below) 
1  In the countries of the European Communities  the  following give entitlement to family allowances:  legit~ate and legitimated children,  stepchildren,  recognized natural children,  adopted 
2  children,  and children given a  home.  In Belgium  and Italy legislation also  pro~ides for other cases:  brothers,  sisters, nephews  and nieces;  in Germany,  dependent sisters and grandchildren. 
Where  the  income  does  not exceed DM  7  800 p.a.  or where  there are more  than 2  children. 
3 A child helping the mother of a  family of at least 4 children or running the house  where  the mother has been unfit for work  for more  than 90  ~·· 
4  1st  child:  single wage  allowances.  2nd child:  family allowances proper. 
5  A girl taking the  place of a  deceased,  divorced,  separated or seci~ill mother or in a  household of at least 4  children,  of which  3 give entitlement to  family allowances;  in the first 
case,  up  to 25  if the household includes a  child under 14 or a  handicapped person under 25  receiving family allowances. 
6  Where  the mother is dead or unable to cope  with all the housework  and with 2  children under 14. 
7  Variable abatement  according to the size of the  locality in which  the family resides.  OVer  half of all employed persons reside in 0  and o. 5 areas. 
8  To  offset the loss of tax advantages for  tax-~ing employed  persons with dependent  families. 
9  Child who  runs or helps  to  run the house  where  the  family  includes at_least 3 other children under 27. 
I 
75 FAMILY  ALLOWANCES 
FAMILY  ALLOWANCES  TABLE  X-2 
Miscellaneous benefits 
in the countries of the European  Communities 
GERMANY  BELGIUM  FRANCE  ITALY 
\  LU:x:EMBOURG  NETHERLANDS 
Supplements  Supplements for children:  From  2nd child:  The  following are counted 
from  6-10  :  Bfrs.137.50  over 10:  FF  35.50  as 2  children if they are 
from.  lD-14:  Bfrs.242.25  over 15:  FF  63.12  mainly dependent upon  the 
over 14:  Bfrs.392.25  {Local  abatement of D-4%)1  insured person: 
(a)  a  child under 16  who 
is brought up  elsewhere 
than in the insured 
person's houaehold 
because  of education, 
apprenticeship or 
invalidity 
{b)  a  child from  16  to 27 
in the event of educa-
tion,  apprenticeship 
or invalidity 
(c)  a  girl between 16  and 
27  who  remains at home 
Under  {b)  each child 
continuing his educa-
tion is counted as three 
children if he is 
brought up  elsewhere 
than in the insured 
person's household at 
the insured person's 
sole expense 
OTHER  BENEFITS  : 
Allowances  for  (a)  A spouse  who  receives no 
other dependent  income  of his/her own  o~ 
persons  Lit.  21  000  (Lit.  30  000 
in the case of a  pension) 
per month:  Lit. 4  160 
{b)  Dependent  parents and 
grandparents:  Lit.  2  340 
subject to age-limits 
(except invalids),  namely 
60  for men  and 55  for wo-
men,  and limits of income, 
namely  a  maximum  of Lit. 
32  000  (Lit.  21  000 where 
only one  parent)  increased 
to Lit.  54 000  (Lit.30 000) 
where  the income  is from 
a  pension 
Single-wage  Single-wage  allowances: 
allowance  1  child:  FF  38.90 
2  children:  FF n.ao 
3  or more 
children:  FF  97.25 
Local  abatement of D-4%1 
For households with a  child 
under 2:  FF  97.25 
].  Variable aba1ement  aooording to the size of the looali  ty in which the family resides. 
76 TABLE  X-3 
FAMILY  ALLOWANCI!::I  FAMILY  ALLOWANCES 
in the countries of the European Communities  Miscellaneous benefits 
GERMANY  BELGIUJl  FRANCE  ITALY  LUXI!XBOURG  NE'l'HERLANDS 
Prenatal  1  Monthly  sum  of FF  86.79 
allowances  paid as follows:  2 months' 
p~ents after the first 
prenatal examination,  4 
months'  p~ents after the 
2nd prenatal examination 
and  3 months'  p~ents 
after the  3rd prenatal 
examination.2  Local  abate-
ment  of Q-4% 
Birth grantsl.  Bfrs. 9  371  for first birth  FF  755  at each birth;  local  Lfrs.7  035  at each birth 
Bfrs.6 463  for  second birth  abatement of Q-4% 2 
Bfrs.3 478  for subsequent 
births 
M83'  be  obtained in advance 
two  months  before  the 
probable date of birth 
Accommodation  (a)  Accommodation:  benefi-
allowances and  ciaries - those  receiving 
removal  grants  one  of the various forms  of 
family allowances:  the  allow-
a.noe  is given for rents over 
a  minimum,  which varies aocorci 
ing to the income  of the 
person concerned and  the 
number  of children 
(b)  Removal  grants paid to 
persona who  after remoyal 
receive  the accommodation 
allowance 
These  two  forma  of benefits 
are paid by  the family 
allowances  funds 
Special  Supplementary allowance of  Allowance  for special educa- Supplementary allowance of 
allowances  Bfra.l 219  per month  for  tion for infirm minora:  for  Lfrs.619 for each child 
for handicapped  each handicapped child  each dependent child placed  under 19  with an at least 
children  under 25  in an approved establishment:  50%  insufficiency or perma-
FF  197.25 per month  (local  nent reduction of physical 
abatement of o-4%)2  or mental ability by 
comparison with that  ~f a 
child of the  same  age 
Family  holi~  Allowance  equal  to  the 
allowances  family allowances granted 
for April  {standard rate) 
and paid in May 
1Exoluding sickness and maternity benefits. 
2variable abatement according to  the size of the'looality in which  the  family resides. 
77 FAMILY  ALLOWANCE:3 
Unemployed  persons 
Pensioners - Amounts 
SPIOO IAL  CASES 
Unemployed 
persons 
Pensioners 
Orphans  (including 
motherless or 
fatherless 
children) 
78 
GERMANY 
Supplements for dependent 
persons  (provided by the 
Federal Unemployment 
Insurance Institute) ~be 
combined with family allow-
ances 
Persons receiving invalid-
ity,  old-age  or orphans' 
benefit from  statutory 
insurance schemes  or dis-
ablement benefit from 
industrial injuries insur-
ance  are granted special 
supplements  {see also 
other tables) 
I 
\ 
FAMILY  ALLOWANCES 
in the  countries of the European Communi ties 
BELGIUM 
Unemployed  persons are 
entitled to family allow-
ances 
Pensioners are entitled to 
family allowances 
Allowances  for children of 
invalidity pensioners: 
1st child:  Bfrs.l 113 
2nd child:  Bfrs. 1  113 
3rd and 
following 
children:  Bfrs.l 484 
(plus supplement  according 
to age) 
Orphans'  allowances: 
Fbr each child:  Bfrs.l 859 
(plus supplement according 
to age) 
FRANCE  ITALY 
Unemployed  persons regist~  Unemployed  persons are 
with an unemployment  fund  entitled to family allow-
are entitled to family allow- ances 
ances under certain condi-
tions 
Pensioners are entitled to 
family allowances  (under 
certain conditions as 
regards invalidity or 
industrial injur,y  pensio~) 
Pensioners are granted 
supplements for depen-
dants  (with regard to 
invalidity  _and old-age 
pensions the  supplements 
equal  those for family 
allowances} 
·'fABLE  X-4 
LliXI0030URG  NETHERLANDS 
Unemployed  persons are  !unemployed  persons are 
entitled to family allowanceslentitled to family allow-
like other residents  ances either under  the 
general  scheme  or under  I  special arrangements  (in 
•the  event of unemploy-
iment  assistance) 
i 
Pensioners are entitled to  :Pensioners are entitled 
family allowances as long as  :to family allowances 
the pension right exists 
!  If the  person entitled to 
' the allowance  dies it is 
: continued and  m~  be 
. combined with orphans' 
pensions 
Fatherless or motherless 
children:  general  scheme 
(see also Table  VIII-2) 
Orphans:  under the general 
insurance scheme  for widows 
and orphans (at 1  August 
1970): 
up  to 10 years old Fl.  1  338 
lQ-16 
16-27 
Fl.l 986  p.a. 
Fl.2 586  p.a. 
p.a. 
These  amounts  are combined 
with family  allowances UNEMPLOYMENT  INSURANCE 
As  yet not all the countries have  unemployment  insurance legislation.  In France and Luxembourg  the  law provides only for 
unemployment  assistance.  In the  former country,  however,  a  collective agreement  in 1958  introduced an unemployment  insurance 
scheme  to supplement assistance;  it covers nearly ever,y worker in industr,y and commerce.  It should be noted that in Germany 
and  the Netherlands assistance  schemes  continue to exist side by side with insurance schemes.  In Italy,  besides the  standard 
unemployment  insurance benefits,  there are exceptional unemployment  allowances which  can be  granted to certain categories of 
workers who  do  not fulfil  the conditions needed to receive standard benefits. 
In addition to  compensation for total unemployment  every country provides compensation for partial unemployment  caused by 
short-time working,  the countries having different concepts of the degree  of unemployment  required to qualify. 
Benefits are granted only subject to certain conditions concerning the length of employment  or insurance during a  reference 
period prior to unemployment:  the strictness of these conditions varies from  countr,y  to  country.  The  benefits are paid only 
after a  waiting period (except in Germany  and the Netherlands),  which  ranges  from  one  to eight ~s  and,  except in Belgium  and 
France  (assistance),  for a  limited duration ranging from  three  to  twelve months. 
The  allowances are at a  standard rate in France  (assistance)  and Italy,  while  elsewhere  they are a  percentage of a 
reference level of earnings,  which  is defined in various ways  and subject to a  wide  range of ceilings.  The  rates are staggered 
from  3  5%  to  9o%· 
In every country unemployed  persons retain their right to family allowances,  except in Italy,  and to benefits in kind under 
the  sickness insurance schemes. 
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UNDIPLOYMENT  INSURANCE  Legislation - Field of application 
in the countries of the European Communities 
GEHMANY  BELGIUM  FRANCE  ITALY  LUXEXBOURG  NETHERLANDS 
EXISTING  SCHEMES  (a)  Unemployment  insurance  Unemployment  insurance  (a)  Unemployment  assistance {a)  Unemployment  insurance  Unemployment  assistance  (a)  Interim allowance 
(b)  Unemployment  assistance  (b)  Supplementary unemploy- {b)  Exceptional unemploy- {b)  Unemployment  insurance 
men t  insurancel  ment  allowance  (o)  Unemployment  assistance 
LEGISLATION  (a)  and  (b) 
First law  16  July 1927  28  December  1944  Decree-law of 19  October  191~  Law  of 6 August  1921  (a)  and  {b)  Law  of 9  Sep-
tember 1949  (amended) 
Basic  instruments  Law  of 25 June  1969  Decree  of 26  M~  1145  (a)  Law  of 11  October 1940  (a)  and  (b)  Decree-law of  Decrees of 24  May  1945  (c)  Law  of 10 December  1964 
(amended)  and decree  of 12  March  4  October 1935  {several  and 17  December  1952  on  unemployment  assist-
1951  amendments)  ance 
(b)  Agreement  of 31  December 
1958 
Ordinance  of 7  January 
1959 
Ordinance  of 13 July 
1967 
FIELD  OF  (a)  All  employe~industrial  All employees  covered by  (a)  All employees  ~a)  All employees  Employed persons except 
~~~ 
and  {b)  All employees 
APPLICATION  and non-industrial staff social security except for  (b)  All employees bound by  b)  Workers  in certain  for certain categories,  Employees  who  do  not 
and workers undergoing  certain special categories  a  contract of service  categories and areas  for example  employees in  or no  longer fulfil 
vocational  training)  to employers within the  who  do  not fulfil the  agrioul  ture  the conditions required 
{b)  All  employees  scheme's fifld of  conditions required  in order to reoei  ve 
application  for  {a)  unemployment  insurance 
allowances 
1  France:  Originally based upon  contracts this scheme  has in practice  bee~ extended to cover all employees  except for certain special categories,  such as persons employed in 
agriculture and domestic  servants. 
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Total  unemplo~ent 
(Benefits) 
UBDIPLODlENT  INSURANCE 
in the countries of the European Communities 
FRANCE  ITALY 
TABLE  XI-2 
LUXEMBOURG  NETHERLANDS 
CCMP~  ------------------------~-------------------T----------------------~--------------------~--------------------~----------------------1 
BENEFITS  FORI  I  GERMANY  BELGIUM  : 
~~)  : 
A.  Conditions 
€~~eff~( of 
main  condition  (a)  and  (b)  To  have  registered To  be  fit for work  and 
atthe employment e~  registered for employment 
as unemployed  and to have 
applied for benefit 
(a)  and  (b)  To  have regis-
tered at the  employment 
exchange 
,a)  and  (b)  To  have  regis-
tered at the  employment 
exchange 
To  have  registered at the 
employment  exchange 
qualifying 
period 
(a)  At  least 6  months'  employ  Period varies according to  (a)  To  have  been  in paid  (a)  At  least 2 years of  At  least 200  days of 
ment  under insurance oovezthe  age  of the  insured  employment  for at least 
during the last 3 years  person:  75  working days  150 days  during the last 
insurance  and  52  weeks'  employment  during the last 
contributions during the year 
{b)  During the last year at  during the last 10 months 
least 10 weeks'  employmen1 and  600  working days  during(b) 
under insurance cover or  the last 36  months 
year 
At  least 91  days'  member-{b) 
ship or 520  working hourE 
over 12  months 
last 2 years 
At  least 5  weeks'  con-
tributions before 1949 
to have  received unemploy 
ment  allowance  {for at 
least 1  da.J") 
maximum  age  ~:~  ~~ 
resources  (a)  -
(b)  State of need 
B.  Waiting period None 
c.  ~s  for which  (a)  and  (b)  6  days  a  week 
allowance is 
granted 
D.  Duration of 
p~ent 
(a)  Proportionate 
of employment 
last 3  years 
Employment 
6  months 
9  months 
12  months 
18 months 
24  months 
(b)  No  limit 
to periods 
during 
Allowance 
78  days 
120 days 
156  days 
234 days 
312  days 
65  for men 
60  for women 
1  day 
Working  days  and unpaid 
public holidays 
lio  limit 
(except for certain cases 
where  unemployment  is 
protracted. or recurs with 
~usual frequency) 
(a)  and  (b)  65 
(a)  Scales  according to  the 
department:  maximum 
resources +  allowances = 
FF  lOlQ-1030  per month 
No  maximum  during first 
3 months 
or during the last 
2 years 
f 
:(a)  3  days  (a)  7 days 
{b)  1  day  i(b)  None 
i 
j(a)  and  (b)  Every  day  (a)  and  (b)  Every day 
(a)  No  limit,  but allowance  (a)  180 da.J"s  a  year 
reduced by lo%  after 1  {extended to 360  days 
year and by 10%  for each  in the  building sector 
further year  (maximum  under transitional 
reduction of 3o%  for  arrangements) 
workers  over 55:  no  reduc-(b)  90  da.J"s,  with possi-
tion when  job lost over 55)  bility of extension 
(b)  365  days- with extensions 
varying according to  I 
worker's age 
65 
2  days if period of unem-
ployment  is less than 
1  week 
Every day 
26  weeks  in 12  months 
To  have  registered at the 
employment  exchange 
(a) 
(b) 
65 
At  least 156  da.J"s  of paid 
employment  in the  same 
occupational  sector ~ 
the last 12  months 
and  (c)  78  da.J"s  of paid 
employment  during the last 
12  months  or for the last 
36  days 
(a)  and  (b)  None 
{c)  Reduction of allowances 
in the  event of supple-
mentary income 
!None 
! 
! 
! 
16  days .a  week 
I  (a)  Interim allowance:  48 
days a  year,  thereafter 
unemployment  allowancel 
(b)  156  days a  year 
(c)  2 years 
1Netherlands:  Workers  rece1v1ng the  interim allowance are considered to be still linked to the occupational sector.  The  trade cooperative associations are authorized to 
grant this allowance  for a  longer period.  Thereaf'ter workers mey  receive unemployment  benefit f'or  78  days  in the  same  year. 
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U'NDIPLOYMENT  INSURANCE 
in the countries of the  European Communities 
GEHMA.NY  BELGIUM 
E.  .AJDount 
! 
taken  !  earnings 
as reference  {a)  and  (b)  Net  earnings for ~verage earnings of un-
the last 20  days  :skilled worker 
i 
i 
ceiling  (a)  and  {b)  DM  1800  per mont1  -
rate  {a)  Tapering rate:  from  9Cf!. 
to 62.5%  of reference 
earnings 
(b)  From  9o%  to  52.5% 
Maximum  for single persons: 
(a)  DM  175.20  per week 
(b)  DM  147  per week 
family  ,  (a)  and  (b)  DM  12  per week 
supplements  for each dependent 
person 
(can be  combined with 
family allowances up 
to a  maximum  of 
I  Dl 256.30  per week) 
I 
! 
F.  Family  1Yes 
allowances 
1For the first 3 months,  FF  7•75• 
215%  supplement during the first 3 months. 
3For the first 3 months,  FF  8·86. 
15o-6(J;I; of referenoe earnings 
(amount  varies according to 
sex and  family situation) 
!Maximum  for: 
single persons:  Bfrs.  226. 57 
per day 
~arried workers with non-
working wives:  Bfrs.  246.44 
per day  ( 5-day  week) 
See  above 
Yes 
FRANCE  ITALY 
(a)  - -
{b)  Earnings on  which  contri-
butions have  been paid 
for last 3 months 
{b)  FF  6  300  per month  -
{a)  Standard rate:  FF  7.051 
(a)  and  (b)  Standard rate: 
per day  Lit.  400  per day 
(b)  ~5% ~f reference earn-
I 
I 
1llgs  ~  Minimum:  FF  7. 70  per day 
I 
! 
i 
(a)  For spouse and each 
dependent  person: 
FF  3.05  per day 
' 
Yes  Yes 
! 
I 
i 
LUXl!XBOURG 
Earnings on  which  sickness 
insurance contributions 
are paid 
Lfrs.  600  per calendar day 
6o%  of reference earnings 
-
Yes 
UN»iPLOYMENT  INSURANCE 
Total unemployment 
{Benefits {ctd.)) 
NETHERLANDS 
I 
Daily earnings lost 
Fl.  96.20 per day  (at 1 
August  1970)  {5-day  week) 
(a)  and  (b)  eo%  of 
reference  ea~ings 
(c)  75%  of reference 
earnings 
(minimum  for  (a):. eo%  of 
Fl.  36.26  per  day~ 
Yes 
I 
l 
I 
83 TABLE  XI-4 
T.JN1!KPLOYMENT  INSURANCE 
Partial unemployment -
Cumulation 
BENEFITS  FOR 
PARTIAL 
BELGIUM 
UNEMPLOYMENT  INSURANCE 
in the countries of the European Communi ties 
FRANCE  ITALY 
UN'l!XPLOYMENT  I 
Definition of  Insurance only:  Unemployment  which regular- ~nsurance only:  iwage  supplements: 
partial unemploy- unavoidable short-time  ly alternates with periods  ~emporary closure or short-
1  temporary closure or 
ment  working,  initially affecting  of employment  ~ime working  (under 40 
1
1  short-time working  (under 
at least one-third and  therr- hours  per week}  affecting  40  hours per week}; 
after at least 10%  of staff  ~t least 20%  of the staff  (  for industrial workers 
Conditions for 
grant of benefit 
Compensation 
See  Total Unemployment,  and 
over 10%  reduction of normal 
working  time 
Per hour of unemployment, 
proportional  rate as for 
total unemployment  (official 
scale) 
Total  Unemployment 
~ee Total  Unemployment 
i  only whose  enterprises 
•  .1  have  been admitted to  the 
!  :  wage  supplements  scheme 
~ee Total  Unemployment 
I 
!
ourly allowance: 1/ao  of 
he  allowance  granted to 
totally unemployed per-
on  for a  fortnight 
! 
None 
2/3 of the total PB¥  up  to 
6  hours per week,  with 
~limited duration in the 
pase of short-time working 
~d  up  to 4  weeks  ( exten-
~ion possible)  in the  case 
pf temporary closure 
LU'XEMBOURG 
Short-time working or two 
or more  ~s  of unemployment 
in a  normal  working week 
See  Total Unemployment 
See  Total Unemployment 
CUMULATION  Pensions:  as a  general  rule  1 
no  cumulation 
Pensions  (below 60  or 65): 
~employment allowance dis-
Fontinued or reduced 
according to rate of pensior 
(a)  Assistance:  ~a) 
with allowances to old 
1
' 
workers and  invalidity 
pensions:  no  cumulatioll 
earnings:  earnings plus 
allowances ma;y  not 
No  cumulation  Income: 
Sickness allowance:  no 
cumulation 
Income: 
Income :  ~o clause relating to 
(a)  Income  from  self-employed  ~. 
activity taken into  ~esources 
account in part in so far 
as the activity does not 
exclude unemployment  undei 
the  terms of the  law 
(b)  Entitlement  to assistance 
presupposes state of need 
(b) 
exceed FF  653-4D-903.6C(b) 
per month  (according to 
the  commune  in questioll 
Supplementary  insurance~ 
with allowance  provide~ 
as unemployment  assisti 
ance:  cumulation possitile 
up  to  so%  (  85% if there'' 
are dependants)  of 
earnings 
of unemployment  allow- ·deducted in part from 
ances with exceptional  :allowance 
allowances 
No  cumulation with 
sickness allowance 
No  cumulation with 
pensions 
NETHERLANDS 
Short-time working 
(under 48  hours per week), 
or alternating periods of 
employment  with the 
approval of the authorities 
See  Total  Unemployment 
(interim allowance} 
See  Total Unemployment 
(a)  and  (b)  Any compensa-
tion paid by the 
empqers is deducted 
(c)  -
Part of supplementary 
income  is deducted 
from  the  allowance 
1In the building sector,  in the event of unemployment  due  to weather conditions  (1  November-31  March),  for each full ~  lost compensation as for partial unemployment  and in addition, 
for each hour of unemployment,  a  supplement  equal  to  5%  of a  mason's hourly wage. 
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I 